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Crab cavities rotate bunches from opposing beams to achieve effective head-on collision in CLIC 
or collisions at an adjustable angle in LHC. Without crab cavities 90% of achievable luminosity 
at CLIC would be lost. In the LHC, the crab cavities allow the same or larger integrated 
luminosity while reducing significantly the requested dynamic range of physics detectors. The 
focus for CLIC is accurate phase synchronisation of the cavities, adequate damping of wakefields 
and modest amplitude stability. For the LHC, the main LLRF issues are related to imperfections: 
beam offsets in cavities, RF noise, measurement noise in feedback loops, failure modes and 
mitigations. This report develops issues associated with synchronising the CLIC cavities. It 
defines an RF system and experiments to validate the approach. It reports on the development of 
hardware for measuring the phase performance of the RF distributions system and cavities. For 
the LHC, the hardware being very close to the existing LLRF, the report focuses on the 
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Abstract: 
Crab cavities rotate bunches from opposing beams to achieve effective head-on collision in 
CLIC or collisions at an adjustable angle in LHC. Without crab cavities 90% of achievable 
luminosity at CLIC would be lost. In the LHC, the crab cavities allow the same or larger 
integrated luminosity while reducing significantly the requested dynamic range of physics 
detectors. The focus for CLIC is accurate phase synchronisation of the cavities, adequate 
damping of wakefields and modest amplitude stability. For the LHC, the main LLRF issues are 
related to imperfections: beam offsets in cavities, RF noise, measurement noise in feedback 
loops, failure modes and mitigations. This report develops issues associated with synchronising 
the CLIC cavities. It defines an RF system and experiments to validate the approach. It reports 
on the development of hardware for measuring the phase performance of the RF distributions 
system and cavities. For the LHC, the hardware being very close to the existing LLRF, the 
report focuses on the requirements on the LLRF to mitigate anticipated imperfections. 
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Executive Summary 
EUCARD Task 10.3 sets out to develop prototype crab cavities and design their associated 
LLRF systems for both CLIC (Part 1) and LHC (Part 2).  
PART 1: CLIC 
 Luminosity Upgrade.crab cavities rotate bunches from opposing linacs to achieve effective 
head-on collisions. Without crab cavities 90% of achievable luminosity would be lost. 
Maximising luminosity requires accurate phase synchronisation of the cavities, adequate 
damping of wakefields and modest amplitude stability. This report develops issues associated 
with synchronising the cavities. It defines an RF system and experiments to validate the 
approach. It reports on the development of hardware for measuring the phase performance of 
the RF distributions system and cavities.  
Worst case beam loading arising from an offset beam is hundreds of kilowatts and hence the 
RF system will be high power. In order to keep luminosity loss below 2%, zero crossing times 
of the RF fields in the crab cavities must not differ by more than 4.4 femto-seconds. This 
timing error corresponds to 19 milli-degrees at 12 GHz or 9.5 milli-degrees at 6 GHz. The 
prospect of cavity phase correction using a high power device such a Klystron to this precision 
during a 156 ns pulse is too daunting to be worth considering. Precise phase control at the level 
of 20 milli-degrees can be avoided if the same device powers both cavities. In this instance 
only the phase between the pair of synchronised cavities and the beam must be controlled. The 
precision of this control depends on the depth of focus at the IP and is likely to be hundreds of 
milli-degrees. 
When trying to drive cavities from the same power source we have the unfortunate situation 
that the beam offset is certain to be different at the two cavities and hence beam loading will be 
different. In order for one RF source to power both cavities a solution is needed where the 
cavity fields are relatively insensitive to beam loading. This is easily achieved by have losses 
which are much bigger than the beam loading. This pushes the power requirement to tens of 
Mega Watts. As a drive beam is not easily made available near the CLIC interaction point, the 
crab cavities are likely to be driven with a klystron. The development of high power short pulse 
klystrons is very expensive and hence there is a preference to use existing infra-structure. For 
this reason a CLIC crab cavity solution is being sort at 12.0 GHz rather the 6, 4 or 2 GHz. 
Operating at a lower frequency would make damping the wake fields easier however power 
requirement increases and the measurement of the phase difference between the cavities 
becomes more demanding. 
The report presents key results from other EUCARD project work regarding the choice of the 
crab cavity structure, the required number of cells and sensitivity to beam loading. This work 
defines the power requirement of a single cavity to be at least 8 MW and the preferred 
solutions require slightly more. As two cavities must be driven and there will be waveguide 
losses, the minimum klystron power requirement is 20 MW. The existing SLAC XL5 klystron 
can deliver 50 MW without a SLED. 
 The report proposes a position for the klystron and enumerates factors that affect the 
differential path length to the two crab cavities. It is realised that path length correction (in the 
high power waveguide) at the level of degrees and on a timescale of seconds is certain to be 
necessary. The report sets out a baseline design for both the LLRF system and the high power 
RF system. The report finally describes prototype LLRF instrumentation that has been 
developed to make the required phase measurements during a range of cavity and high power 
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waveguide distribution experiments. 
 
PART 2: LHC 
With respect to the LLRF control system required for the LHC crab cavities, it was established 
early in the project that the LLRF system currently in use for the LHC accelerator cavities 
would only require minor modification for it to give satisfactory performance for the proposed 
Crab Cavities to be implemented on LHC. During the course of the EUCARD project, the Crab 
Cavity option for the Luminosity Upgrade has become recognised as the preferred technology 
choice. As a consequence, CERN directed additional effort to study LLRF effects, these studies 
are independent of EUCARD task M10.3.3  and hence are referenced here but not reported 
explicitly here. 
This report starts by making an overall assessment of RF control requirements. It then gives 
details of LLRF parametric control studies based on simulations. The simulations consider a 
generic controller IQ rather than a model of the actual controller used for the LHC acceleration 
system, which is then adapted to operate with the Crab cavities. The goal of the parametric 
study is to disentangle issues that need to be faced when designing the LHC LLRF from 
formerly anticipated difficulties that turn out to be manageable. The potential beam offset at 
the crab cavities is shown to require a manageable increased RF power within agreed 
hypotheses. The failure of a crab cavity (quench, power failure) or of its LLRF control is 
shown to be potentially dangerous to the machine integrity but liable to be mitigated by 
appropriate control strategies and independent safety devices (e.g. measurement of the phase 
difference between the cavity and the beam, triggering the beam dump above a given 
threshold). Realistic measurement errors do not seem to perturb unduly the RF control. 
However, the system performance is highly dependent on the gain that needs to be high. An 
analysis of the RF system noise attempts at giving clues on its impact on the beam emittance.. 
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1. Introduction to Part 1 (CLIC) 
The CLIC CDR [1] proposes a crossing angle for the interacting beams of c = 0.02 radians. 
The proposal for a 3 TeV centre of mass energy have vertical and horizontal beam sizes at the 
interaction point before the pinch of y = 1 nm and x = 40 nm respectively and a bunch length 
of z = 44 m. The slender profile of the bunches at the interaction point (IP) means that if they 
retain their crossing angle at the IP then luminosity will be reduced to just 10% of what could 
be obtained when the bunches are rotated to meet on. Bunches will be rotated to meet head on 
using crab cavities placed in the beam delivery lines before the IP. A crab cavity is a deflection 
cavity operated with a 90
o
 phase shift [2] so that a particle at the front of a bunch gets a 
transverse momentum kick equal and opposite to a particle at the back of a bunch while a 
particle in the bunch centre gets no momentum kick. The overall effect is the application of an 
apparent rotation rate to the bunch. The bunch inclination observed at the IP depends on 
momentum kick and the horizontal optical transfer function R12 .  
Linear collider crab cavities are typically placed immediately before the final focus 
quadrupoles and hence are in a region of high . This position minimises the transverse 
gradient that the cavity must provide. If the phase of a crab cavity is not exactly 90
o
 from the 
phase of maximum possible deflection then the bunch rotates about a point that is not its 
geometrical centre and hence gains an average deflection at the IP. If two bunches that should 
collide have differing average deflections then their axial centres miss each other at the IP. If 
the two crab cavities on opposing linacs are synchronised to each other, but not necessarily to 
the bunch arrival times, then the deflection to electron and positron bunches are identical and 
hence head on collision is maintained. Note that the quadrupoles that provide focusing at the IP 
correct for position offsets at the crab cavities but not transverse momentum errors. 
If bunches arrive at the crab cavities from the linac with an offset from the cavity axis they can 
excite unwanted transverse electromagnetic cavity modes. These modes are collectively known 
as transverse wakefields and can impart additional unwanted transverse momentum 
(deflections) to the bunches. The most serious deflections are those in the vertical plane as the 
bunch height is only 1 nm.  
The three key issues for crab cavities which might limit luminosity recovery to its maximum 
value associated with head on collision are. 
 phase synchronisation of the cavities, 
 achieving the correct amplitude so bunches get the correct rotation 
 minimising wakefields.  
Poor phase synchronisation gives horizontal position errors x at the IP, the most serious issue 
for wakefields is vertical position errors y at the IP and amplitude fluctuations give rotation 
errors at the IP. The effects of small errors on the luminosity reduction factor S can be 
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where x  and y  are horizontal and vertical bunch sizes at the IP, z  is bunch length and 
errors  are measured bunch to bunch (not bunch to centre).  
The formula assumes Gaussian distributions for synchronisation errors giving horizontal 
displacements and wakefields giving vertical displacements. Here the amplitude error giving 
angular errors is taken to be steady and  is the angle between the two bunches at the IP. 
More will be said about this assumption after the cavity technology choice has been discussed. 
The other approximation in (1) is neglecting the beam-beam interaction. As the colliding 
bunches have opposite charge they attract and hence luminosity loss with respect to the 
horizontal plane miss alignment are typically less than estimates not including the beam-beam 
interaction. 
A large component of the cost of CLIC will come from the linac structures and their tunnels. 
Minimisation of machine cost is essential for affordability and hence the structure optimisation 
focuses on gradient (without breakdown). The cost of crab cavity system is small in 
comparison with rest of the linear collider, it is optimised almost solely on luminosity 
performance. There may be additional constraints on size and power source. 
2. Phase Synchronisation Requirement 
A crab cavity to cavity timing error t gives a transverse bunch position error at the IP 
of tcc  , where c is the beam crossing angle. Phase errors in degrees are related to timing 
errors using tf360   where f is the RF frequency. Not including vertical offsets and 
bunch rotation errors then (1) can be used to determine the maximum allowable r.m.s. cavity to 












  (2) 
The target limit on luminosity reduction factor Sr.m.s. from the crab system is about 0.98 and 
hence for 12 GHz RF (2) gives the maximum acceptable cavity to cavity phase error as 0.019 
degrees. This phase error corresponds to a timing error of 4.4 ns. Equation (2) indicates that the 
phase error tolerance become tighter as the frequency reduces. The maximum timing error of 
4.4 ns is independent of frequency of operation. 
3. Luminosity Loss for Amplitude Errors 
The angular bunch error 1 caused by an amplitude error V on one cavity is determined as  
oc1 VV5.0   where Vo is the voltage needed for the correct crabbing angle. When the 
errors act to keep the bunches parallel, any orientation to the direction of motion still results in 
a loss of luminosity. This means that the angular error to include in (1) when both cavities have 
amplitude errors V  is oc VV . Not including horizontal and vertical offsets then 
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taking S = 0.98 as before then the associated amplitude error is 2.1%. Of course a value much 
smaller than this is needed as this loss adds to that from wake field effects and synchronisation 
errors. 
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4. RF Requirement  
Conventional crab and deflection cavities utilise a TM110 like mode to provide the deflection 
[4]. This mode is a dipole mode and provides zero longitudinal acceleration on its axis. How 
much power one requires to provide the transverse kick voltage depends on the loaded Q factor 
of the cavity and beam loading. For optimum power transfer one matches the loaded Q to worst 
case beam loading and cavity losses. For a crab cavity beam loading only occurs when the 
bunch is off axis. Beam loading changes its sign depending on which side of the cavity axis 
that the beam passes, on one side the beam takes power and on the other it adds power.  
For the purpose of estimating power requirement we suppose that maximum bunch offset 
where cavity amplitude can be maintained is to be m375xcc  . For the purpose of 
estimating luminosity reduction as a consequence of wake fields and amplitude errors we 
assume m50ycc   and m125xcc  . These offsets are generous compared to estimated 
bunch sizes at the crab cavity of m35ycc   and m153xcc   [5].  
With respect to estimating worst case beam loading one anticipates that sequences of bunches 
might arrive with similar offsets. A minimum power estimate comes from neglecting cavity 
losses. When a bunch of charge q passes through a dipole cavity at the perfect crabbing phase 
with repetition frequency frep , with offset a then as given in [6] the power Pa extracted from the 


















  . 
In this formula Eo is the beam energy, f is the RF frequency and R12 is a parameter that relates 
horizontal deflection at crab cavity to offset at the IP. For the purpose of the calculations here 
we have taken R12 as 23.4 m. The RF frequency has to be a multiple of the CLIC 1.99903 GHz 
repetition frequency. Using the parameters given previously the power requirement to satisfy 
worst case beam loading is hundreds of kilowatts.  
It is anticipated that CLIC will operate with a bunch train of 312 bunches and hence the train 
passes in 156 ns. The requirement then becomes to maintain the synchronisation of two 
cavities which are 50 metres apart to within 4.4 fs and with amplitude control to very much 
better than 2%. Measuring amplitude and phase accurately and then correcting with a power 
supply delivering hundreds of kilowatts on a time scale much less that 150 ns is not feasible 
with current technology.  
5. Technology Choice 
Whilst the crab cavities could be operated at any frequency multiple of 1.99903 GHz the 
availability of power sources and major infra-structure guides the frequency choice at the 
initial development stage. Initial development supposes 11.9942 GHz operation as at this 
frequency the phase synchronisation target is less than what it would be for lower frequencies. 
If the satisfactory damping of wake fields was to turn out to be impossible at 11.9942 GHz one 
would want to consider 5.9971 GHz at the next frequency choice. 
Given that beam loading is likely to be unpredictable for CLIC, the proposed solution is to 
have a power flow through the cavity that is significantly higher than the maximum beam 
loading power requirement. This is most easily realized with a high group velocity travelling 
(TW) wave cavity. An important criterion with respect to proving system performance is the 
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ability to measure phase at the milli-degree level. When making the choice of phase advance 
per cell (including the standing wave cavity option) one has to be weary of mode separation as 
the excitation of modes adjacent to the operating mode [6] can easily lead to inaccuracies in the 
measurement of the phase of the operating mode when the sampling period is a fraction of the 
156 ns bunch train period.  
6. RF Layout 
High power RF at 11.9942 GHz could be provided either by klystrons or by a drive beam and 
PET structures [1]. The beam delivery system for CLIC will be several kilometres in length 
and hence the drive beam for the main linac is not easily made available near the IP. It is also 
thought that phase jitter generated in the PET structures is likely to be too large for the phase 
synchronisation target to be met. The existing XL5 klystron delivers up to 50 MW at 12 GHz 
[7] and hence without using a SLED this power level is an initial constraint. The 50 MW can 
be increased substantially with a SLED device but this device may introduce its own phase 
jitter. Klystrons will have phase jitter on their output coming from modulator ripple. Whilst in 
principle this can be corrected, the difficulty of making an accurate phase measurement and 
correcting phase on a timescale much less than 156 ns looks insurmountable. The proposed 
solution is to use one klystron to drive crab cavities on both linacs. This is effectively the same 
proposal made by J. Frisch for synchronising the NLC crab cavities [8]. If one klystron drives 
both cavities and it takes the same time for the power to propagate from the klystron to each 
crab cavity then phase jitter arising from the klystron is identical for each crab cavity. This 
means that positron and electrons deflection arising from klystron jitter are identical and 
luminosity is maintained.  If RF length of the two paths from the klystron to the two cavities 
varies, then one phase moves with respect to the other; deflections of the beams differ and 
luminosity is lost. Importantly the RF path lengths from the klystron to the two cavities must 
be kept identically equal. 
The CLIC interaction region is likely to have two detector caverns as shown in figure 1. The 
detector in use sits in the transfer tunnel. 
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Figure 1 Civil engineering for CLIC interaction region 
Figure 2 shows the layout of figure 1 in plan. The klystron for the crab cavities is likely to be 
positioned at the back of one of the detector caverns (halls), perhaps in its own bunker. The 
current design of the IP optics puts the crab cavities 23.4 metres from the IP. The crab cavities 
are therefore in the tunnel.  The shortest distance from the klystron to a crab cavity on the linac 
is about 50 metres. 
 
Figure 2 Plan of CLIC interaction region with crab cavities marked 
As waveguides will be subject to vibration and temperature changes then they will contribute 
to phase errors between the cavities. For this reason one wants to keep the waveguide length 
after the division taking power to individual cavities as short as practical. The most 
straightforward layout is to split the waveguide and hence the power on the side of the detector 
hall cavern closest to the beam line. Figure 3 shows the configuration in 3 dimensions. 
The waveguide split needs to be central so that phase fluctuations arrive at the two cavities at 
the same instant. In order to leave a clear passage for the detector to be moved, the waveguide 
split could be positioned above (or below but we will assume above) the cavern doors. One is 
likely to have dedicated bores from the cavern to the tunnel for the waveguides going to the 
crab cavities. We will assume that these bores are horizontal and perpendicular to the beam 
line. The waveguide will need at least one bend after the split. Assuming rectangular 
waveguide and to minimise mode conversion one would want to restrict bends to 90 degree E 
and H plane types or pairs of 45 degree E and H plane types. The path length can be reduced 
by cutting a corner using 45 degree bends. In order to deliver power to the coupler with the 
correct orientation one might start with an H plane splitter above the cavern door. On the route 
to a crab cavity one could have two 45 degree E bends in the cavern to bring the waveguide to 
the same height as the beam line. A 90 degree H bend would be used to take the waveguide 
into the bore. The waveguide now has the correct orientation to meet with a single feed power 
coupler on the cavity. For the dual feed coupler an extra E plane bend is required at the cavity. 
The distance from the split to the cavity following the waveguide as shown will be about 40 
metres. 
 
Crab cavities Klystron 
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Assuming a waveguide group velocity of 2.5 × 10
8
 (Rectangular waveguide EIA90 TE01) then 
the RF energy that will pass through the cavity while the bunch is passing occupies a length in 
the waveguide of 39 metres. This means that the energy that will maintain the field in the 
cavity while the bunch is passing has been completely determined before anything can be 
known about the bunch at the location of the klystron. The length of the waveguide also means 
that one does not need to worry about reflections from the cavity influencing the other cavity. 
If a circulator is needed to protect the klystron it would be mounted on the common output port 
of the klystron before the splitter. 
The waveguide from the Klystron to the splitter could be optimised for low loses whilst the 
waveguide from the splitter to the cavities must be optimised for phase stability. 
 
Figure 3 CLIC interaction region 
7. Control loops 
The proposed high power RF component schematic is shown in Figure 4. Output from the 
50 MW klystron is split and carried along equal lengths of stabilised and temperature 
controlled waveguide to the crab cavities on opposing beams. There are three control loops, 
one synchronises the cavity RF to the beams, another controls the output of the klystron with 
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Figure 4 Proposed CLIC crab cavity system architecture 
Cavity synchronisation is completely dependent on identical path lengths for the high power 
RF from the splitter to the cavities. Given that the r.m.s. cavity to cavity synchronisation 
requirement is 4.4 fs then the r.m.s. klystron to cavity stability requirement is 24.4 3.1 fs 
(as there are two paths). The phase velocity of light in the waveguide will be just over 3.0×10
8
 
hence the length of the waveguide must be steady at the precision of 10
-6
 metres. The 
waveguide paths must remain accurately identical over a timescale where phase differences can 
be measured and corrected. If this time is minutes then beam - beam interaction measurements 
might allow any phase offset to be corrected. If this time is less than the time it takes to make a 
phase length correction to the waveguide then the luminosity budget cannot be achieved. One 
option which will allow correction on the timescale of milli-seconds would be to send a pre-
pulse at a frequency that is reflected by the cavities and then to measure the phase difference 
between the returning signals. Mechanical phase shifters in the waveguide could then make 
small corrections to the RF path length based on the return trip phase errors. A second option 
which does not require a pre-pulse is to have an optical interferometer providing reference 
phases at the cavities that are synchronized to 1 fs [9]. In this case waveguide phase shifters 
could be positioned near to the cavities. 
In order for the proposed scheme of a single klystron delivering power to both cavities to work 
it is important that the cavity and its couplers are designed and manufactured to be perfectly 
matched. One would also want the cavity phase to follow the input phase as closely as 
possible. In order to achieve this one might mount the cavity centrally so that expansion gives 
phase errors that cancel. Careful attention to cavity temperature control will be needed so that 
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8. Waveguide expansion 
The difficulty of achieving stability and equal RF path lengths at the micron level becomes 
evident when expansion of the waveguide is considered. If the waveguide is in a temperature 
controlled environment one might hope to control its temperature to better than 0.3
o
C. The 
expansivity of copper at room temperature is 17  10-6 K-1. This means that a 40 metre 
waveguide could vary in length by 200 m within the temperature controlled environment. For 
12 GHz operation the waveguide wavelength will be a little over 25 mm and hence an 
expansion of 200 m gives a phase shift of 2.9 degrees which is 150 times the allowance! It is 
probable that the waveguide will have expansion joints and so the real question is about the 
lateral stability of the cavity and the klystron. 
Lateral expansion of the waveguide causes the wavelength to change. For the TE10 mode the 

























  where f is the frequency and a is the 
waveguide width. If as before we allow 40 metres of waveguide carrying power at 12 GHz to 
change its temperature by 0.3
o
C then for a waveguide of width 24 mm the phase will change 
by -0.93 degrees.  
Without expansion joints or compensation it is interesting to ask about the time scale required 
for correcting phase errors. A rectangular copper waveguide of width 24 mm, height 12 mm, 
and length 40 m and wall thickness 2 mm has an external area of 3.52 m
2
 a volume of 
0.0064 m
3
 and would have a heat capacity of mcp = 22 kJ K
-1
. Assuming that the waveguide is 
mounted in an insulated tube and has its temperature controlled with a cold turbulent air stream 
over its outer surface (~ 3 ms
-1 





 being achieved. If one assumes that the cold air cooling the waveguide has 
temperature fluctuations of the order of 0.3 K then the uncertainty in the heat supply to the 












   hence the longitudinal expansion is about 0.5 m s-1. One 
concludes that if phase errors are driven by thermal expansion then necessary corrections must 
be made on a time scale of seconds.  
A further question for the development of the CLIC crab cavity RF system is the level of 
lateral stability that can be achieved. It is certain that movements greater than 1 m can be 
expected on timescales of hours.  
Taking all these discussions into account there is no choice but to have some means of 
measuring and correcting the phase difference on the waveguide paths. Even with active 
measurement and correction one would almost certainly want to limit the magnitude of 
correction that is necessary.  
It would be our recommendation to use copper plated INOVAR
®
[10] waveguide rather than 
copper waveguide. Copper plating is necessary as INOVAR
®’s low electrical conductivity 
would result in a 99.4% power loss for the 24x12 mm 40 m waveguide.  INOVAR
®
 has a low 
thermal expansion coefficient of 0.65 10-6 K-1 and heat capacity 510 J Kg-1. This low thermal 
expansion reduces phase errors caused by longitudinal and lateral expansion to 96 and 36 milli 
degrees respectively. Coupled with INOVAR
®’s higher heat capacity the longitudinal 
expansion is reduced to 16 nm s
-1
. 
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9. Structure Choice 
The disc loaded waveguide travelling wave structure is well proven as a deflecting cavity  
[4, 11] and has been selected as the structure for experimental investigation during the TDR 
phase [12]. Design studies indicate that the wakefield damping requirements cannot be met 
with circular symmetry and a new design to be developed will have elliptical cells. Cell length 
is determined by phase advance per cell. A free choice of iris radius and iris thickness can be 
made and then the equator radius must be chosen to fix the required phase advance for the 
frequency of 11.9942 GHz.  
10. Power Requirement and Number of Cells 












































Figure 5 Power requirement as a function of iris radius maintaining maximum 
gradient and allowing cell number to vary. 
An initial study [13] has identified a range of cell designs that are favourable to minimising 
wake fields and maximising gradient. The minimum cell number is determined by maximum 
kick per cell. From the formula given earlier, the required transverse voltage for 3 TeV 
operation is 2.55 MV. The maximum kick per cell will be limited by the maximum surface 
field and the R/Q. Reducing the iris radius increases the R/Q of the operating mode and the 
maximum kick per cell however it also increases the R/Q of all the other modes that contribute 
to the wake fields. The wake fields are expected to increase linearly with the number of cells 
for small numbers of cells. The structure can be made insensitive to beam loading if the 
structure is very inefficient. The structure is made inefficient by having a high group velocity 
and a small number of cells. The allowable inefficiency is limited by the maximum power 
available. Nominally one has 50 MW to drive two cavities but there will be waveguide losses. 
Figure 5 shows the results from the study for an assumed peak surface field of 115 MV m
-1
. 
For iris radii 3.5 mm to 4.7 mm the group velocity is negative and increasing in magnitude, for 
iris radii from 4.7 mm to 5.8 mm the group velocity is negative and decreasing in magnitude, 
for iris radii 5.8 mm upwards the group velocity is positive and increasing. For iris radii 
between 5.6 mm and 6.1 mm the group velocity is small, power does not flow through the 
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structure and hence it becomes sensitive to amplitude fluctuations. Acceptable cell numbers at 
this gradient with a power requirement less than 25 MW per cavity are 8 to 12, 15 and 16. If 
the surface field constraint is reduced one needs more cells but consumes less power. More 
cells gives larger wake fields for the same R/Q. In the next section we realise that the 8, 9 and 
16 cell options can be ruled out due to waveguide losses and the 10 cell option requires an over 
moded waveguide. 
11. The RF Distribution System 
When one considers standard EIA90 waveguide for the transmission one realises that for a 40 
metre length only 40% of the power is transmitted. This means that only 10 MW is available 
per cavity and only the 12 cell and 15 cell options with iris radii of 5.5 mm and 6.2 mm are 
possible when using the surface field limit of 115 V m
-1
. Table 1 considers various options for 
the waveguide. 
Table 1 Waveguide losses 






Rectangular TE10 EIA90  (22.9 x 10.2 mm) 0.098 dB/m 40.6% no 10.2 MW 
Rectangular TE10 special  (24 x 14 mm) 0.073 dB/m 51.3% no 12.8 MW 
Circular TE11 (r = 9.3 mm) 0.119 dB/m 33.3% no 8.3 MW 
Circular TE11 (r = 12 mm) 0.055 dB/m 60.4% TM10 15.1 MW 
Circular TE01 (r = 25 mm) 0.010 dB/m 89.1% extremely 22.3 MW 
For special rectangular waveguide we have 12.8 MW available hence in addition to the 12 and 
15 cell solutions there is an 11 cell solution with an iris radius of 5.35 mm. For circular 9.3mm 
TE11 waveguide only 8.3 MW is available hence the 15 cell solution can be used and the 12 
cell for an iris radius of 5.55 mm. For circular 12mm TE11 waveguide we have 15.1 MW 
available which allows 11 cells. Note that mode conversion from circular TE11 to circular 
TM10 is vanishingly small for properly designed bends hence over moding for this case is not 
an issue. Transmission at the 90% level is possible with highly over moded waveguide and this 
additionally permits 9 and 16 cell options. The problem with an over-moded waveguide is that 
any mode conversion which is sensitive to micron level dimensional changes will affect 
synchronisation. There is no real requirement to consider heavily over-moded waveguide on 
the basis of power requirement unless the klystron cannot be placed at the suggested location 
with RF paths less than 40 metres.  
Table 2 Waveguide phase errors  
INOVAR
®
 thermal expansion 0.65 ppm/K 
and at 11.994 GHz 
Phase error due to 
lateral/width expansion 
Phase error due to 
length expansion 
Rectangular TE10 EIA90  (22.9 x 10.2 mm) 40 milli degrees 94 milli degrees 
Rectangular TE10 special  (24 x 12 mm) 31 milli degrees 96 milli degrees 
Circular TE11 (r = 9.3 mm) 113 milli degrees 70 milli degrees 
Circular TE11 (r = 12 mm) 53 milli degrees 89 milli degrees 
Circular TE01 (r = 25 mm) 53 milli degrees 88 milli degrees 
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A further consideration when choosing waveguide type is its phase stability as a function of 
temperature rise. Table 2 shows the phase errors introduced for various different cross-sections 
of INOVAR
® 
waveguide for a 0.3 K temperature rise. The phase error due to length expansion 
is relatively constant for the different types of waveguide. The error due to width expansion is 
similar for all the waveguide choices except the 9.3 mm circular waveguide. Although the 
special rectangular waveguide has the highest error due to length expansion, it is the best 
choice for the system as expansion joints will remove this error.  
12. RF Distribution Path Length Measurement and Correction. 
In order to match the RF path lengths, our first choice option is to make continuous path length 
corrections based on measurements with RF pulses sent along the transmission lines between 
the linac bunch trains.  These measurement pulses will have a frequency just outside the crab 
cavity bandwidth so they are almost fully reflected from the cavities at the input coupler. This 
method measures reflections from the cavities close to the E plane splitter in the detector 
cavern to determine the RF path length difference of the two waveguides beyond the split. 
Figure 6 shows a schematic of the path length control system which is effectively an RF 
interferometer.  
 
Figure 6 shows a schematic layout of a cavity phase control system. 
The main feature of the layout is the introduction of a second, lower power, klystron whose 
sole purpose is to measure path length. An advantage of a dedicated klystron for path length 
measurements is that corrections can be performed at a much higher repetition rate than the 
bunch train repetition rate of 50 Hz. This means that the correction system sees the complete 
acoustic spectrum for waveguide vibration. Independently of the measurement klystron, the 
interferometer can make phase measurements based on reflections from the couplers for the 
high power pulse when the bunch train arrives. For this arrangement the E plane splitter in the 
detector cavern is now replaced with a magic tee. 
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The high and low power klystrons are connected to the sum and delta ports of the magic tee 
respectively. This isolates the klystrons from each other and results in the high power pulse 
being directed towards each of the cavities in phase and the low power pulse in anti-phase. The 
high power pulse travels along the waveguides until it interacts with the cavity couplers, by 
which time it is attenuated by 3 dB due to waveguide losses. The cavity is designed with a 
small bandwidth at 11.994 GHz, to match the frequency of the high power klystron. A 
bandwidth implies that a perfect match cannot be achieved. The match of the current design is 
near to -40 dB. The reflected -40 dB pulse is detected back at the magic tee through the use of -
30dB directional couplers and a phase measurement system. In this way a 27.8 dBm signal is 
delivered to the phase measurement system. (The phase measurement system is described in 
more detail in section 17.)  
The frequency of the low power measurement pulses is chosen at 11.8 GHz, such that it is just 
outside the cut-off frequency of the cavity and hence is totally reflected. A power of 4 kW is 
used as this ensures that a 27.0 dBm signal is directed back to the phase measurement system, 
which is almost identical to the high power pulse. Keeping the measurement power levels the 
same ensures that no switchable attenuators or diode limiters are needed which could be a 
source of unwanted vibration or noise. 
An additional method of measuring the phase can be used by utilising the phase behaviour of 
the magic tee. For the high power pulse; if the reflections from the cavities arrive back at the 
tee in phase, all RF power will return towards the high power klystron at the sum port. Any 
phase mismatch will cause RF power to be detected at the delta port by a directional coupler 
and a power meter. 
The repetition rate and pulse length of the high power klystron is fixed by the properties of the 
beam. However, we are free to choose the repetition rate and pulse length of the second probe 
klystron. The repetition rate will dictate the temporal resolution of the phase measurement 
system. The fastest sources of phase error contributions are likely to be acoustic vibrations in 
the region of a few hundred Hertz. Hence, the repetition rate of the probe klystron needs to 
follow this. Five kilohertz is chosen as it will encompass all these frequencies and many of the 
higher harmonics generated. Future experiments will further determine if this frequency is 
sufficient to measure all important acoustic variations. 
Since electrical noise on the phase measurement signal is inversely proportional to bandwidth, 
a longer pulse will result in a lower noise floor and a more precise measurement. However, a 
long pulse will cause reflections to build as the pulse will reflect back and forth from the 
klystron to the cavity every ~600 ns. This will result in an incomprehensible signal being 
detected at the phase measurement system. By choosing the high loss single mode waveguide, 
reflections are damped somewhat, but will still build up over time. Taking these effects into 
account, 5 µs represents a good balance between noise level, heat build-up and signal 
reflections. The pseudo-CW nature of the measurement allows dangerous acoustic modes to be 
identified and feed-forward correction applied via the phase shifters. 
13. Waveguide Phase Shifters 
Standard ways of changing phase include dielectric inserts into the waveguide and ferrite 
loaded waveguide. Ferrite loaded waveguides can change phase on the order of microseconds 
as there are no moving parts, but are discounted due to their limited power handling. Dielectric 
waveguide phase shifters can be operated at high power if a low loss dielectric with high 
dielectric breakdown strength is used, such as diamond. An amplified piezoelectric actuator is 
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capable of moving the dielectric in and out of the waveguide by 1 mm at a rate of many 
kilohertz. 
To test the performance of such a device a simplified model was constructed in CST 
Microwave Studio (figure 7). The model consists of a WR90 waveguide with a 1.14 x 20 mm 
longitudinal slot in the top wall. A shaped diamond insert with a depth of 1 mm mounted on a 
perfectly electrically conducting substrate is then lowered into the slot. The diamond is shaped 
to minimise reflections. 
 
Figure 7 shows the CST MWS model of a simple phase shifter. The wave 
propagates in the positive z-direction. 
The protrusion of the diamond insert was varied from 0 to 1 mm in 0.1 mm steps and a 
simulation carried out for each step. The relative phase shift, return loss, heat dissipated and 
maximum electric field were all recorded. A phase shift of just less than 2 degrees was 
recorded for the full 1 mm movement and a maximum return loss of -46 dB was observed. The 
reflection performance could be improved by optimisation of the diamond/slot geometry. 
During the high power pulse the phase shifter will have up to 25 MW of RF power passing 
through it. Peak heat dissipation in the diamond is 214 W, which is 1.67 mW average, due to 
the low duty cycle of the pulsed RF. This will be easily carried away through the metal 
substrate, further aided by the diamond’s high heat conduction. The peak electric field is 
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Figure 8 shows the trombone phase shifter. 
A second option for a high power phase shifter with a low risk of breakdown is shown in figure 
8. It uses a trombone-like structure to physically extend the length of the waveguide. In WR90 
waveguide at 11.994 GHz the phase sensitivity to length expansion is 83 nm/milli-degree. A 
piezoelectric actuator with a resolution of ~40 nm and a free stroke of 83 µm would result in a 
phase shift of 2 degrees with 1 milli-degree accuracy. Three right angle bends are used with the 
resulting waveguide path being steered by 90 degrees. This phase shifter would therefore be 
placed at the end of the long straight section of waveguide in the detector hall, replacing the 90 
degree waveguide bend. 
Another method of phase control could be to apply external pressure to the waveguide from an 
electromechanically controlled clamp. This would subtly change the cross section of the 
waveguide, thus changing the RF propagation constant. This bypasses any chance of dielectric 
breakdown occurring. For example, decreasing the width of a WR90 waveguide by a micron 
over 5 cm of length causes a phase change of 11.3 milli-degrees. If a piezoelectric actuator 
with 100 microns of movement were to be used, a phase change of 1.13° is possible. 
Other options include a phase shifter developed by I. Syratchev [14] that uses rotating sections 
of elliptical waveguide in order to rotate the polarisation of a TE11 mode, hence increasing the 
RF path length. Any phase shifter used will have to be calibrated at both 11.994 GHz and at 
11.8 GHz to ensure no inconsistencies are introduced into the phase correction system when 
switching between frequencies. 
Apart from using phase shifters, phase corrections local to each cavity can be made with 
medium power klystrons operating in quadrature to the main RF. Such a system has the 
potential for making corrections during a pulse train. For feedback to work one would need to 
measure the cavity phase to an accuracy of milli-degrees and then make the correction on the 
timescale of a few bunches (say 40 ns).  
If after actively stabilising and matching waveguide paths to the input couplers it turns out that 
the relative phase of the two crab cavities drift with respect to each other during the 156 ns 
pulse in a systematic fashion, then the local RF power correction scheme could be operated 
with feed forward estimation from the previous bunch train. 
14. Double Balanced Mixer Sensitivity 
The phase measurement electronics will consist of a double balanced mixer and a digital phase 
detector. The double balanced mixer will provide the high sensitivity needed to resolve milli-
Expansion Joints 
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degrees at 12 GHz, while the digital phase detector will provide a larger dynamic range and a 
linear response. It is important to consider how the output of the mixer will respond to a given 
phase offset, as this will determine the amount of amplification needed and the noise 
performance required. When a mixer is used to measure the phase difference between two 
signals, its output voltage ( IFV ) is described by the following expression [15]: 
   cosmaxVVIF     (4) 
where maxV  is the maximum output voltage and   is the phase difference between the two 
inputs. The mixer also outputs a voltage whose frequency is twice that of the input. By 
differentiating with respect to   we can see that the mixer gives zero output and is most 







dVIF   Volts/rad    (5) 
(NB: The mixer’s output flips polarity when its input undergoes a 180° phase change due to the 
magic tee. However, sensitivity is unaffected).In order to calculate the maximum attainable 
sensitivity of the double balanced mixer, the signal to noise ratio of the device needs to be 
computed. The power output of a mixer depends on the input power and the conversion loss. 
The input power is limited by the mixer’s IP3 and the conversion loss is determined by 
manufacturing considerations. The third intercept point (IP3) describes the maximum input 
power the mixer can accept before non-linear effects become important. 
The Eclipse Microwave J2012ML double balanced mixer has an input response of 2-12 GHz 
and an output response 0-2 GHz, and thus is suitable for use in this system. Its IP3 is 
unspecified but its nominal input power is 10 dBm and its conversion loss is 6 dB at 12 GHz. 
For an input power of 12 dBm which is only slightly higher than the nominal input and so 
should remain linear, the output power should be 6 dBm. For a 50 Ω line this results in 
Vmax = 0.446 V and thus a sensitivity of 0.466 V/radian when the inputs are 90° out of phase; 
changing the units equates to 7.79 µV/milli-degree. 
This can be compared with the expected noise floor of the mixer in order to estimate the 
minimum phase measurement attainable. The Johnson noise (VJN) of a device is expressed in 
volts as: TRBkV BJN 4  
where kB is the Boltzmann constant, R is the line impedance, T is the temperature and B is the 
bandwidth multiplied by 1.57. The factor of 1.57 is included as it represents that low pass 
filters are not brick wall filters but have a roll off in their frequency response. For a bandwidth 
of 30 MHz (which would allow 6 measurements during the high power pulse,) at 300 K the 
Johnson noise is 6.24 µV, suggesting that the mixer could measure phase differences down to 
0.8 milli-degrees.  
 
Figure 9 shows the experimental setup used to test the mixer response. 
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Figure 9 shows the apparatus used to test the mixer response. The 12 GHz source is a CTI 
PDRO-14XX low phase noise oscillator with output power 14dBm. A mini-circuits AVA-
183A+ wideband amplifier was used to increase the output to 19 dBm. The splitter used was a 
Mini-Circuits ZX10-2-126+ Wilkinson splitter. Due to the losses in the splitter, line stretchers 
and coaxial cables, the power entering the mixer was 12 dBm per channel. The line stretchers 
were adjusted to attain the maxima and minima of the mixer’s output on the oscilloscope. 
These were found to be 0.33 V and −0.362 V respectively, giving a phase sensitivity of 6.04 
µV/milli-degrees. This agrees with theory to around 20%, the discrepancy most likely caused 
by a higher conversion loss than expected. The DC offset is a common feature of all mixers, 
due to diode imbalance and the measured offset agrees within an order of magnitude with that 







DCV       
Where LO is the power into the oscillator port in dBm and IS is the isolation between the LO 
and IF ports in dB. Thus for 12dBm input and IS=25 dB (from datasheet of mixer) we expect a 
DC offset of 32mV and measure 16 mV. The measured offset corresponds to a phase 
measurement offset of 2.65°. This is not a problem as the phase measurement of the mixer is 
still linear to within 356 ppm at this offset. Non-linearity only increases to 5% at 30°, by which 
point the linear, digital phase detector will have taken over the measurements. 
15. Phase Measurement Sensitivity 
The low voltage output of the mixer (6.24 µV) is not a usable signal and needs to be amplified 
before measurement by an ADC or digital oscilloscope. Due to the high gain and bandwidth 
(30 MHz) required, the Analogue Devices AD8099 was used as it has a 1.5GHz gain 
bandwidth product. The datasheet specifies that the op amp has a flat frequency response up to 
around 20MHz at a gain of 20. Figure 10 shows how two amplifiers were used in tandem to 
achieve a gain of 473. This maps the mixer’s noise floor of 6.24 µV to 2.95 mV on its output, 
which is easily readable on an oscilloscope. 
 
Figure 10 shows the circuit schematic of the high speed amplifier. Two AD8099 
op amps are attached in series in the non-inverting configuration. 
Due to the large bandwidth, careful consideration needs to be given towards the noise 
performance of the amplifier. This is because the noise voltage is proportional to the square 
root of the bandwidth. By keeping the resistances used low and choosing the AD8099 which 
has a low input noise voltage (VN) of 0.95 nV/ Hz  and an input current noise (IN) of 
5.2 pA/ Hz , the noise of the system is minimised. Table 3 calculates the noise spectral 
density (NSD) of a single amplifier stage with a gain, g of 21.7. The calculation considers the 
Johnson noise of each of the feedback resistors, the input current and voltage noise of each of 
Input 
Output 
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the inputs and how these relate to the output. The final step is to add all of the contributions 
together in a quadrate sum. 
Table 3 Noise spectral density contributions 
Noise calculations NSD (V/rtHz) Formula 
Feedback resistor (560Ω) to output 3.05E-09 TkR B5604  
Inverting resistor (27Ω) to output 1.45E-08 TkRg B274  
Input resistor (50Ω) to output 1.98E-08 TkRg B504  
Input current noise-  to output 2.91E-09   11271560

 RRgI N  
Input current noise+  to output 5.65E-09 
50RgI N  
Input Noise voltage at output 2.07E-08 
NgV  
Total NSD for first OP-AMP 3.28E-08 Quadrature sum of above 
The RMS voltage noise output of the whole system is calculated by multiplying the calculated 
NSD by the gain of the second stage and the square root of the bandwidth. For a bandwidth of 
30 MHz the total noise output of the amplifier is 6.14 mV. 
The amplifier was tested with 0 V input and the output attached to an oscilloscope. The 
amplifier had a high output offset of more than 80mV. Pin 5 on the AD8099 serves a special 
function of reducing the input offset current by a factor of 60 at the expense of increasing the 
input current noise by a factor of 2 (this has been accounted for in the above table). Pin 5 was 
activated and the output offset voltage dropped to 30mV accompanied by a small increase in 
the voltage noise. The voltage noise rise was small because of the relatively low resistances 
used in the feedback loop. The measured RMS noise output was 5.1 mV, agreeing with the 
calculated result to within 20%. 
During testing it was noted that that the output offset voltage varied notably with temperature. 
This means the amplifier will have to be temperature stabilised to a high degree. A method of 
avoiding temperature stabilisation is to use another op amp in the negative feedback loop. If 
there is a temperature shift and the main op amp’s offset voltage changes, the offset is 
cancelled by the voltage offset shift of the other op amp in the feedback loop [16]. This should 
be avoided however, as it will introduce large noise contributions. 
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Figure 11 shows the frequency response of the amplifier with a dB-log scale. 
The frequency response of the amplifier was then tested using a function generator and 
oscilloscope. The frequency response shown in figure 11 shows a 0.1dB flatness up to 5MHz 
and a -3dB cut off point at 30MHz. The frequency roll off after 30 MHz is very steep; 
explaining the 20% discontinuity between the noise calculation and measured noise, due to the 
fact that that the roll off factor of 1.57 assumed in the previous calculation was too large. 
By combining the response of the amplifier with the sensitivity of the mixer, the phase 
sensitivity of the whole system can be obtained. The RMS noise at the output of the amplifier 
is 5.1 mV, which when referred to the input is 11.8 µV (divide by the gain). From the 
measured sensitivity of the mixer (6.04 µV/milli-degree), it is shown that the RMS sensitivity 
of the mixer and amplifier system is 1.79 milli-degrees. The amplifier’s output saturates at 
about 4 V, limiting the dynamic range of the system to ± 1.4 degrees. In the final system this 
will be increased as a high resolution ADC will be used. The noise floor of 1.79 milli-degrees 
will be mapped onto the least significant noise free bit on the ADC. For a 2 V pk-pk, 13-bit 
ADC the least significant bit occupies a voltage of 0.244 mV, meaning a gain of 20.7 would 
map 1.79 milli-degrees onto it. This would result in a dynamic range of ± 8.00 degrees and a 
non-linearity of 0.3 %. 
To assert that the real world system gives the same sensitivity, the amplifier was attached to the 
mixer in the setup shown in figure 9 and voltage measurements obtained (figure 12).  
 
Figure 12 shows amplifier voltage output. The vertical scale is 2.88mV/milli 
degree, i.e. 3.47 milli-degrees per division. The horizontal scale is 50 ns per 
division. 
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The results shown in figure 12 show that the system responds as expected, and on the short 
time scale of the measurement (0.5 µs), there are no obvious external pick-ups or perturbations. 
Figure 13 shows how the system responds over a longer time period of 100 seconds. 
 
Figure 13 shows the voltage output of the amplifier. The vertical scale is 
2.88mV/milli-degree, i.e. 34.7 milli-degrees per division. The horizontal scale is 
10 s per division. 
Over the longer time period of 100 seconds it is clear that long term drift is an issue. The figure 
shows a total drift of 80 milli-degrees, four times the maximum allowance, with the fastest drift 
rate being about 9 milli-degrees every ten seconds. The main source of drift is movement in the 
coaxial cables, causing path length variations. A solution would be to remove the cables 
altogether and mount all the components on a single PCB. This approach is discussed in 
section 18. A second source of drift is the temperature dependence of the DC offset of both the 
amplifier and mixer. Placing these devices in a temperature stabilised enclosure would solve 
this issue. 
16. Digital Phase Detector Hardware 
The previous section shows that the phase sensitivity of the mixer is at the required milli-
degree level. It also shows some of the limitations of the system, such as DC offset, non-
linearity of the measurement at large phase offsets and long term drifts. The digital/linear phase 
detector circumvents these issues as they display high linearity over the full 360° range and a 
high thermal stability. The linear phase detector will be used for calibration of the mixer and 
for phase drifts which are above the dynamic range of the mixer. 
The HMC439 is a digital phase frequency detector that compares the zero-crossings of the RF 
waveform in order to measure the phase difference. The transistors in the phase detector are not 
fast enough to operate at 12 GHz so the 12 GHz signal is mixed down to 1.3 GHz using a 
double balanced mixer and a 10.7 GHz source. The 10.7 GHz source is locked to the same 
reference as the 12 GHz source to ensure that no phase drifts are introduced. The current 
prototype system is shown in figure 14. 
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Figure 14 shows the digital phase detector set up. 
The two square PCB's with large blue capacitors contain Hittite HMC735LP5 VCO's, 
producing the 12 GHz and 10.7 GHz signals and are phased locked to a 10 MHz local 
oscillator via ADF4113 PLL controllers. The two oscillator signals are split with Mini-Circuits 
ZX10-2-126+ splitters and mixed down by two Mini-Circuits ZX05-153LH-S
+
 into two 
separate 1.3 GHz signals. One of the 12 GHz signals is passed through waveguide phase 
shifters before being mixed down to allow for phase adjustments and calibration. The mixed 
down signals are filtered and amplified before their phase is compared by the digital phase 
detector, whose output is amplified by an op amp with a bandwidth of 1 MHz. 
The system was tested and has a sensitivity of 63°/V at the output. Touching the cables lightly 
resulted in a phase deviation of 0.63°. Long term drift was typically ± 63 milli-degrees over 
tens of seconds. 
17. Phase Measurement System 
The phase measurement electronics will combine a double balanced mixer, a digital phase 
detector and a digital processor to record the measurement. The double balanced mixer will 
provide the high sensitivity needed to resolve milli-degrees at 12 GHz, while the digital phase 
detector will provide a larger dynamic range and a linear response, useful for calibration of the 
mixer. Power meters will also be included because the mixer’s phase sensitivity is proportional 
to the input amplitude. Wilkinson splitters will be used to send the signal to the phase detectors 
and power meters as shown in figure 15. The signals from the phase detectors and power 
meters are digitised and fed into the digital signal processor (DSP). The DSP measures the 
relative RF path length and corrects for it via the DAC’s and phase shifters. 
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Figure 15 shows a schematic diagram of the phase measurement electronics. 
The calibration stage contains a separate switchable 12 GHz source and mechanically and 
digitally controlled phase trimmers (figure 16). The mechanical phase trimmers are adjusted 
until the double balanced mixer’s inputs are in quadrature. An automatic calibration is then 
performed by switching to the internal 12 GHz source and adjusting the digital phase trimmer, 
while mapping the mixer’s output to that of the linear phase detector. The dynamic range of the 
digital phase trimmer is chosen such that the mixer’s output amplifier is not saturated. The 
power level of the internal source is also varied to calibrate the phase sensitivity of the mixer 
against changes in input power level. 
 
Figure 16 shows a schematic diagram of the calibration stage. A similar scheme 
was used by Alexandra Andersson at CTF3 [17]. 
 
18. Front End LLRF PCB 
To counteract much of the slow phase drift observed in the double balanced mixer and digital 
phase detectors, the flexible coaxial cables connecting the various components together must 
be stabilised or removed. This is achieved by placing all of the components on a single PCB. 
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The board layout for the design has been completed and is shown in figure 17. To further 
increase the stability of the system the PCB will be placed in a temperature controlled, 
acoustically damped enclosure. 
 
Figure 17 shows the board layout of the phase measurement electronics. 
As part of the design, Wilkinson splitters have been developed using CST microwave studio 
and will be directly routed onto the PCB. At 12 GHz the splitter has a total loss of -3.3 dB, an 
isolation of -20.5 dB and a VSWR of 1.1 at port 1. The Mini-Circuits ZX10-2-126+ splitter 
(used in the previous experiments),  has a total loss of -3.5 dB, an isolation of -19.9 dB and a 
VSWR of 1.7 at port 1. The simulated performance of the splitters matches or betters that of 
the Mini-Circuits ZX10-2-126+, showing that this design is adequate for use on the LLRF front 
end PCB. 
The system is currently being manufactured and tested. 
19. Validation Experiments 
The phase synchronisation requirement for CLIC is beyond the level where we can be 
confident of successfully meeting it. At this early stage it is important to devise experiments 
that will indicate how difficult it will be to achieve synchronisation at the required level. The 
experiments also need to open research avenues for improving phase stability. An essential 
experiment is to determine the stability of a representative RF path length for the distribution 
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 the bunch train length (156 ns) 
 the inter train period (20 ms, acoustic vibrations) 
 a few seconds - minutes (thermal expansion) 
 a day (tides) 
A second essential experiment is to determine the phase stability of a cavity at full power with 
its couplers. At the same time it is appropriate to determine breakdown rates in a realistic crab 
cavity structure at the planned gradient. 
The expected outcomes from these experiments are that the gradient will be achieved once 
surface preparation has mastered. There will be no significant issues with the stability of the 
cavity itself. Drift of the phase advance through the RF distribution system will be large for 
simple designs and a program of development will need to be undertaken to minimise drift and 
correct residual errors. The waveguide distribution experiment can of course be staged. Initially 
tests can be done at low power looking at measurement accuracy. Low power measurements 
will identify the effect of tides, thermal fluctuations and vibration. A typical experimental 
arrangement is shown in Figure 18. 
 
Figure 18 Waveguide stability experiments 
At some stage high power measurements are needed for a full assessment of thermal effects. 
For low power tests the waveguide would be thermally isolated to reduce rates of dimensional 
change. Measurement at two locations allows the effect of the splitter to be determined. 
Differing paths allow the effects of wall (tunnel) movement to be assessed.  
20. Digital Sampling 
The data from the digital phase detector, amplitude detectors, power meters and the double 
balanced mixer needs to be sampled digitally during the intermediate measurement pulses and 
control decisions taken before the next main pulse. Maximum flexibility is achieved by 
implementing a bespoke system. The system we have developed uses a Digital Signal 
Processor (DSP) rather than a Field Programmable Gate Array (FPGA). There is no benefit 
from using an FPGA as the available processing time is milli-seconds hence the flexibility of a 
DSP is preferable. Figure 4 shows three control systems. The fast feedback control system that 
manages the klystron amplitude and phase during the 156 ns pulse with respect to the local 
reference will be analogue and hence will not have a DSP. Any feed forward element that 
becomes necessary would be encompassed by adjusting the phase reference.  
Amplifier: 
 Solid state (low 
power tests). 
 50 MW klystron 
(high power tests). 
long waveguide 
transmission 
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Intelligent signal processing (with DSPs in this case) are needed for the control systems that 
keep the waveguide paths identical and manage the beam to RF synchronisation. The DSP that 
manages RF to beam synchronisation needs to:- 
 receive timing and phase information on the outward going bunch train 
 calculate and set the required phase shift between the master oscillator and the cavities 
 generate the envelope for the klystron RF pulse 
 trigger and adjust modulators 
 record phase variations during a pulse train 
 compute and implement any feed forward phase adjustments required during a pulse. 
The recording of phase variations during a pulse might be done by comparing the cavity RF 
output with the beam pick up, however more information becomes available, although possibly 
at a reduced accuracy, if beam and cavity are separately compared with a local oscillator as 
shown in Figure 4. The hardware under evaluation for sampling the phase of the RF during the 
pulse is illustrated in Figure 19. The signals from the two power meters, digital phase detector 
and the DBM from the front end LLRF board are present on the input of fast ADCs (black 
lines).  
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The waveguide stabilisation system contains a LLRF front end board, calibration stage, digital 
sampling electronics and a DSP for control (as described in section 17). 
The specific implementation we have developed is illustrated in figure 20. The choice of ADC 
was the 16 bit 105 MBPS Analog devices AD9640. When the clock is applied to its input the 
device starts pipeline sampling with each input value appearing on the output 13 clock cycles 
later. The DSP (a Texas Instruments C6745,) is limited in the speed at which it can acquire 
data and cannot read 16-bits at 105MSPS into its memory. To overcome this obstacle a 16 
sample, 16-bit buffer board was developed using an array of 16 D flip-flops to store the data 
before it is read off by the DSP. In this way 16 samples can be taken during the klystron pulse. 
 
Figure 20 shows a schematic of the buffer board. There are 16 single D flip-flops 
connected in a serial fashion. 
During the klystron pulse the ADC clock shifts each sample along the buffer train until the 
buffer is full. The data is then read off by the DSP, using its own clock/pulsed signal. To test 
the buffer board, a baseboard was developed to house a single ADC, buffer board and the TI 
C6745 DSP. A program was written to store 16 samples onto the buffer and read them off onto 
the DSP, which sent the data to a PC via USB. In this way the digital sampling system was 
tested and found to have a noise free resolution of 12.8 bits.  
 
Figure 21 shows the completed digital sampling system. 
The base board pictured has a further 20 GPIO pins that can be used to control the various 
switches and read data from lower bus width devices. In order to connect all of the 16-bit 
ADCs and DACs that will be needed to measure and control the phase stabilisation system, a 
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multiplexer board needs to be used. There is currently a multiplexer prototype board but the 
noise performance is poor. A redesign of the power and ground planes of the ADC and DAC 
boards should solve the problem. 
Commercial digital oscilloscopes could have been used; however it is useful to have one’s own 
dedicated system. In this way data can be taken into the DSP controller very quickly rather 
than waiting for handshaking on a commercial instrument, also one’s own choices of ADC 
speed and resolution can be made. Typically we clock the ADC at either 40 or 80 MSPS hence 
the RF pulse is sampled at either 25 ns or 12.5 ns intervals. 
21. Conclusions to Part 1 (CLIC) 
This study has identified the key technical challenges with regard to synchronising the CLIC 
crab cavities. It has set out a baseline design of both a high power RF system and a low power 
RF system having the potential to meet the phase synchronisation specification. It has 
undertaken an analysis of waveguide stability requirements based on thermal effects. It has set 
out specifications for the measurement systems. The key features of the proposed baseline 
system are:-  
 short, high group velocity deflecting cavities making cavity amplitude insensitive to 
beam loading. 
 one high power klystron driving both cavities removing sensitivity to klystron jitter 
 copper coated invar waveguide on damped mounting and in a controlled temperature 
environment. 
 semi-continuous measurement of RF transmission paths to the cavities from the power 
splitter by operating the high power transmission system as an RF interferometer in 
between accelerator pulse trains. 
 feed forward control of high power transmission path lengths using high power phase 
shifters (note that these phase shifters only require a small dynamic range). 
A LLRF system that will allow phase drift measurements to be made on CLIC crab cavities 
and the associated high power RF distribution system during short pulses has been designed, 
prototyped and tested. The LLRF system has an intelligent processing capability to enable 
testing to be managed. Intelligent processing is required eventually for automated setup and 
feed forward correction where required. The LLRF system described provides both beam to 
cavity synchronisation and stabilisation of RF path lengths in conjunction with intermediate 
measurement pulses.  
Future work will focus on testing the concepts, the cavities and RF distribution system 
components at increasing powers using the CTF3 test facility. 
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22. Introduction to Part 2 (LHC) 
The planned LHC luminosity upgrade [18] will utilise compact crab cavities [19] to vary the 
alignment of proton bunches at two interaction points so as maximize the integrated luminosity 
by maintaining the luminosity at a constant level throughout the bunch lifetime [20]. Peak 
instantaneous luminosity is achieved when bunches are in perfect alignment. At the large 
luminosity foreseen for the LHC upgrade, the luminosity then decays rapidly by proton 
burning.  This natural evolution is very demanding for the dynamic range required from the 
physics detectors that becomes prohibitive.  To overcome this difficulty, crab cavities can be 
used to initially reduce the luminosity by inducing a crabbing angle at the interaction point, and 
reduce it progressively as the luminosity decays by proton burning. The attractive aspect of this 
solution using crab cavities is that, due to details of the beam dynamics, the integrated 
luminosity is increased with respect to the situation where the luminosity is maximized and 
then decays naturally. For the proposed optics, the initial luminosity would be reduced by a 
factor between 2 and 4 by the crabbing scheme. The proposal for the luminosity upgrade is 
thus to have a sufficient crabbing angles at IP1 and IP5 together with a precise control to 
decrease it during the physics data taking. The crabbing scheme should further not induce any 
emittance blow-up of the beams, and be fail-safe in case of beam loss or power or equipment 
breakdown. 
A crab cavity is a deflection cavity operated with a 90
o
 phase shift [21] so that a particle at the 
front of a bunch gets a transverse momentum kick equal and opposite to a particle at the back 
of a bunch while a particle at the bunch centre gets no transverse momentum kick. The overall 
effect is the application of an apparent rotation rate to the bunch. 
The simplest scheme for controlling crabbing angles is a global scheme as was applied at 
KEKB [22]. In such a scheme only one crab cavity is required per ring. Once the bunch has a 
crabbing angle it rotates one way and then the other way with respect to its nominal path as it 
passes through successive quadrupoles. For a given transverse voltage in the crab cavity the 
maximum angle of rotation depends on the focusing properties of the lattice. The lattice is 
arranged so that bunches have the ideal crabbing angle at the IPs. For the LHC, studies have 
indicated that having the bunch oscillating about its axis along the entire circumference is 
unacceptable, due to collimation control restrictions. For this reason the current proposal is to 
use a local crabbing scheme [18]. 
For a local scheme crab cavities would be located before and after IP1 and IP5 so that the crab 
rotation can be removed. Both crab cavities are positioned in a location of relatively high beta 
function, so as to minimise the kick that must be applied to get the appropriate rotation at the 
IP and to cancel the rotation after the IP. After the bunch leaves the crab cavity it will be 
rotating about its geometric centre. As it passes through the quadrupoles the rate of rotation 
will change. The R12 parameter determines the amount of rotation at the IP for a given 
transverse kick at the preceding crab cavity. As the bunch continues through the lattice after the 
IP, successive focusing quadrupoles will reverse the direction of rotation. A second crab cavity 
can remove the angular rotation, however for the bunch to become re-aligned with the bunch 
trajectory the crab cavity must be placed in a position where the rotating bunch comes into 
alignment with the trajectory.  
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23. Proposed LHC Luminosity Upgrade Beam Parameters 
The parameters for the proposed luminosity upgrade are continually evolving as differing 
optical schemes are assessed. Key beam parameters used here have been taken from reference 
[23] (section 7.3). This reference does not give details of the optical deck and the beta function  
at the crab cavity location. Here we take the beta function at the crab cavity to be 4000 m based 
on the decks described in [24]. Rows 1-15 of Table 1 below give nominal parameters for 
current LHC operation and two proposed parameter sets for the proposed luminosity upgrade. 
Row 16 is a naive luminosity estimate based only on geometrical factors. Rows 17 to 20 give 
the Crab Cavity parameters to be used in our analysis. 
 
 
Table 1 LHC Beam Related Parameters 
 Parameter Unit Nominal Scenario 1 Scenario 2 
1 Beam energy (Eo) TeV 7 7 7 




 3.3 × 10
11
 




 5.28 × 10
-8
 
4 Bunches (n)  2808 2808 1404 
5 Bunch repetition frequency (frep) MHz 40 40 20 
6 Bunch separation  Ns 25 25 50 
7 Crossing angle  (c)  rad 300 420 520 
8 * M 0.55 0.2 0.2 
9  at crab cavity M  4167 4167 
10 R12 (crab cavity to IP) M  28.9 28.9 
11 s eV 2.5 2.5 2.5 







13 Bunch length (z) M 0.0755 0.0755 0.0755 
14 Bunch width at IP (x) M 16.6 × 10
-6
 8.2 × 10
-6
 9.0 × 10
-6
 
15 Piwinski parameter  0.68 1.94 2.2 
16 Peak Luminosity  1.3 × 10
34
 8.5 × 10
34
 8.7 × 10
34
 
      
17 Crab cavity Frequency (f) MHz N/A 400 400 
18 Required Crab Transverse Kick MV N/A 6.07 7.52 
19 Max. bunch offset at cavity (x) m N/A 236 259 
20 Beam loading at max. offset kW N/A 15.4 17.3 
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Crab cavity requirements depend on the lattice and its position within it. Assumptions on the 
beta function here are based on a 2011 lattice described in reference [23]. In this reference the 
crab cavity is positioned 150 m before the IP at a position where the beta function 
 crab = 4167 m. The beta function at the IP will be taken as ip = 0.2 m as suggested by [23] 
but less aggressive than the 0.15 m used in [24]. A key parameter for determining the voltage 
in the crab cavity is the R12 which relates an angular deflection of the trajectory at the crab 
cavity crabx  to a transverse offset at the IP crab12ip xRx  . This parameter is evaluated from 
knowledge of the beta function between the IP and the crab cavity. When there is a 90
o
 phase 
advance between the crab cavity and the IP then R12 is given by the expression: 
m9.28R crabip12  .
1
      (23.1) 
A choice on the Crab cavity frequency has been determined as 400.8 MHz [29]. 
From reference [26] the peak transverse voltage V  required in the crab cavity to give the 
correct angular deflections of protons crossing the cavity near the time that the on axis 
















                   (23.2) 
where c is half the crossing angle and Eo is the beam energy, this expression is evaluated for 
Scenario 1 in table 1. For Scenario 2 the required kick is 7.52 MV. 
The peak power requirement Pcc for the crab cavity depends primarily on the maximum 
anticipated bunch offset x at the crab cavity [27]. Beam to beam interactions at the IP may 
drastically reduce beam lifetime if the bunches are not accurately aligned. The maximum offset 
at the crab cavity (y(crab)) is related to the maximum offset at the IP (y(ip)) through the beta 
function. If as above there is a  90
o
 phase shift between the crab cavity and the IP then the sizes 
are related by the expression
2
: 
        1442.0/4167ipcrabipcrab yy                           (23.3) 
This expression is derived from the maximum offsets of individual particles. 
If we suppose that under the optimum conditions for physics the bunches have a maximum 
transverse offset at the IP of y2.0y   then the maximum offset for optimum conditions at 
the crab cavity is 236 m for scenario 1 and 259 m for scenario 2. It is likely that the phase 
advance between the crab cavity and the IP will be different to 90
o
 and in the direction that 
increases offsets at the crab cavity. This means that the potential offsets given above are 
minimum estimates. It is likely that one would actively steer the beam through the crab cavities 
so that deviations larger than these values never occur. This would be needed for both machine 
protection and beam lifetime.  
The crab cavity power requirement is simply the electric current multiplied by the longitudinal 
voltage. The longitudinal voltage depends on offset x. Taking q as the bunch charge, frep as 
                                                 
1
 Note that this expression is readily derived from the equation for the Betatron motion [15] and this equation is 
explicitly written out later in this text as equation (5.5).  
2
 This result is also derived from the equation for the Betatron motion 
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bunch repetition rate and applying Panofsky Wenzel theorem to relate the longitudinal voltage 












           (23.4) 
The current compact crab cavity designs are expected to deliver a maximum kick between 
3MV and 5MV. On this basis the initial RF layout will be planned to accommodate 3 cavities 
to provide the initial crab kick on each beam and then another 3 cavities are required to remove 
the kick. If the cavities achieve a kick exceeding 4.0 MV then two cavities provide sufficient 
voltage kick. With three cavities the power requirement per cavity becomes ~ 6 kW, hence the 
RF power source is likely to be a solid state solution. 
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24. LHC Crab Cavity LLRF System Issues 
There are a number of issues that will be considered in this report with respect to the operation 
of the LHC crab cavities and their Low Level RF (LLRF) system: 
1. phasing cavities to the arrival of beam bunches, 
2. phasing cavities to each other, 
3. the relationship between spectral noise, beam – beam interactions and bunch lifetime, 
4. amplitude control so bunches get the correct rotation at IP, 
5. amplitude control to perfectly eliminate rotation after the IP, 
6. elimination of spectral noise at dangerous frequencies with respect to bunch lifetime, 
7. transverse kick following a quench of a superconducting crab cavity, 
8. detected failure of LLRF system to regulate power amplifier.  
The low level RF system (LLRF) will interact with the 12 crab cavities associated with each IP 
location. 
24.1  Cavity Synchronisation 
A crab cavity is a deflection cavity operated with a 90
o
 phase shift. If the phase of a crab cavity 
is not exactly 90
o
 from the phase of maximum possible deflection then the bunch rotates about 
a point that is not its geometrical centre and hence gains an average deflection at the IP. If two 
bunches that should collide have differing average deflections then their axial centres miss 
each other at the IP. If the two crab cavities on opposing beam lines are synchronised to each 
other, but not necessarily to the bunch arrival times, then the deflection to opposing proton 
bunches are identical and hence head on collision is maintained. Note that the quadrupoles that 
provide focusing at the IP correct for position offsets at the crab cavities but not transverse 
momentum errors. 
Poor phase synchronisation gives transverse position offsets x at the IP [26]. When all the 


















expS  where x  is the transverse bunch size at the IP and errors  are 
measured bunch to bunch (not bunch to centre). For offsets that have a Gaussian distribution 
the r.m.s. luminosity reduction factor Srms is determined by: 





























































































































                                                                                                                                  (24.1) 
The principle approximation in (24.1) is to neglect the beam-beam interaction effects. 
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A crab cavity to cavity timing error t gives a transverse bunch position error at the IP of 
tcx c  . Phase errors in degrees are related to timing errors using tf360   where f is 
the RF frequency. Most accelerator control systems easily achieve phase control at the level of 
0.1 degrees, this corresponds to a timing error of 0.7 ps (at 400 MHz) and hence a position 
error of 0.1 m. This is a very small transverse error compared to the transverse bunch size of 
8 m hence no special effort is required to synchronise the cavities to each other for the sole 
purpose of maximising luminosity. The important issue is whether a random position error of 
0.1 m combined with bunch - bunch interactions at the IP increase the transverse growth rate 
of the bunch.  
24.2  Luminosity Loss for Amplitude Errors 
For angular errors 1 and 2 of bunches from their nominal paths on the two colliding beam 

























                                               (24.2) 
Note that when the sum amplitude error on one beam line is opposite to the sum amplitude 
error on the opposing beam line then bunches are parallel when they collide but not in line with 
the nominal path. In this situation luminosity is reduced just as if the amplitude errors give an 
increased angle between the colliding bunches. 
The angular bunch error i caused by an amplitude error Vi on one cavity is determined as  






























                                              (24.3) 
Well-designed state of the art RF systems can typically maintain amplitude in CW 
superconducting cavities to within one part in 10
4
. For this level of amplitude control variation 
in luminosity is undetectable. Were the amplitude control accuracy to be reduced to one part in 
10
3
 and for bunches receiving opposite rotation then equation (24.3) predicts luminosity losses 
for the scenarios 1 and 2 given in table 1 as 1.9 10-6 and 2.4 10-6 respectively. Amplitude 
errors would need to rise above 5% before luminosity loss would be of any concern. 
 The problem with amplitude control comes with accumulated errors. The revolution frequency 
of a bunch is 11.424 kHz and for each revolution a bunch will see twelve crab cavities, three to 
crab at each IP and three to uncrab at each IP. After ten seconds a bunch will have interacted 
with a cavity 1.32 million times. If amplitude errors are uncorrelated then net amplitude error 
after one second with be 1148 times the average error on one interaction. Consideration of 
particles which are off centre and off energy is more difficult, an analysis is given in section 5.  
25. Cavity Control Simulations and Cavity Quench 
The power requirement of a cavity depends on its loaded Q factor and its stored energy. The 
loaded Q factor is usually adjusted for maximum power transfer but might be adjusted to 
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provide a set bandwidth. One might fix a minimum bandwidth to make phase and amplitude 
control easier in the presence of Lorentz de-tuning during cavity filling or at cavity quench.  
For a superconducting cavity the maximum power requirement is determined by maximum 
beam loading. Beam loading is zero for an on axis bunch passing through a crab cavity, it is 
negative for a bunch passing one side of the nominal axis in the crabbing plane and it is 
positive for a bunch passing on the other side. The maximum offset used for simulations in this 
section will be 0.25 mm which is representative of the values in Table 1. In order to achieve 
this value and to guard against large offsets one might choose to insert active dipoles to steer 
the beam through the crab cavities. The power source for the crab cavity must be sized to 
maintain the correct amplitude for the largest likely offsets during normal running. The largest 
power requirement in Table 1 is 17.3 kW however for the simulations performed, the input 
power will be matched to the cavity at its design voltage for the maximum bunch offset. 
The compact crab cavities are being designed to provide a kick of 3.27 MV and the 4-Rod Crab 
Cavity (4RCC) has a stored energy of 1.89 J when providing this kick. From (23.3), the power 
requirement is proportional to transverse voltage hence for a kick of 3.27 MV the maximum 
power requirement is 8.34 kW. For perfect power transfer at this power level, the 4RCC cavity 
requires an external Q factor of 5.71 105. Its bandwidth is then 702 Hz. Initial simulations 
therefore assume an external Q factor of 5.70 105 and a maximum forward power of 8.5 kW 
The following sub-sections model the phase and amplitude response of the 4RCC in the 
presence of disturbances for a standard digital LLRF system acting on IQ components of the 
cavity voltage [28]. 
The noise spectrum generated by the LLRF controls system is also calculated by computing a 
Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) of the cavity voltage. The noise spectrum includes phase and 
amplitude noise. The bunches sample the cavity voltage at the revolution frequency hence a 
FFT of the cavity voltage includes times when there is no bunch in the cavity. An analysis is 
also made of the sum voltage acting on particles circulating at frequencies close to the 
revolution frequency. 
Before a Crab cavity is inserted into the LHC, a full investigation how its performance effects 
beam stability and emittance control is required. Such an investigation is currently being 
planned on the SPS. An advantage of using a digital control scheme as described is its 
flexibility with respect to varying parameters, filters and injected noise as part of a systematic 
investigation. 
The obvious choice for the Crab Cavity LLRF system is to use the existing system used for the 
LHC acceleration cavities with minor modifications [29]. As this option has been considered 
separately to the current project it is not explicitly reported here. An important feature of the 
LLRF system for the acceleration cavities is its ability to damp Synchrotron oscillations [30]. 
This is not a requirement for the Crab Cavity LLRF as the acceleration LLRF would continue 
to perform this function. Importantly the Crab Cavity LLRF must not affect the beam in a 
manner that acceleration LLRF can no longer damp Synchrotron motion. Neither must it affect 
the beam in a manner that the transverse damping system can no longer damp the betatron 
motion. 
25.1 RF Cavity Model 
The 4RCC performance considers its operating dipole mode at 400.8 MHz and interactions 
with the Lower Order Mode at 375.2 MHz and the first unwanted dipole mode at 436.6 MHz. 
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The model has been adapted from the model described in [24] making it applicable to circular 
machines. 
 
The time evolution of a cavity mode obeys the same differential equation as a parallel lumped 
circuit. Where a cavity has the potential to resonate at a number of frequencies each mode adds 
a voltage contribution at the coupler and hence the modes are modelled as parallel resonators in 




C1 L1 R1 
C2 L2 R2 
 
Figure 25.1     Equivalent circuit with two modes 
At the terminal the voltage in the transmission line of the coupler must equal the voltage in the 
lumped circuit. Along the entry transmission line (i.e. the power coupler) the voltage and 















      (25.1) 
where Cwg is the capacitance per unit length and Lwg is the inductance per unit length. 
For a source of angular frequency  the voltage along the entry transmission line is given as 
     tzkjexptzkjexp)t,z(V  RF                               (25.2) 
where wgwgCLk   , F is the amplitude of the forward wave and R is the amplitude of the 
reflected wave. The current on the transmission line is therefore given as: 













Z                                                                      (25.4) 
If the terminal between the cavity and the waveguide is at z = 0 then the current in the 
transmission line equals the sum of the currents through the equivalent circuit components of 
each series resonator (i.e. we get an equation for each resonator / mode) hence 














 RF  (25.5) 
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where Vi is the voltage for the i
th
 mode. With respect to the model in Figure 25.1, Vi is the 
voltage across one of the parallel resonators. From (25.2) and adding series voltages for each 
mode, the voltage at z = 0 which is the end of the entry transmission line is given by: 
   tjexpVV
modes
i   RF  (25.6) 


























If the coupling to different modes is dissimilar, then Zwg takes a different value for each mode. 
This equation determines the modal voltages in the cavity as a function of the amplitude of the 
forward wave in the waveguide. 
Defining the natural frequency of the i
th





































  (25.9) 
where U is an energy, P is for the power dissipation in the cavity. 













  (25.10) 







  (25.11) 
The differentiation of (25.7) and using the preceding equations gives the well-known cavity 





































F  (25.12) 
In this equation  is the RF frequency and i is the angular frequency for the mode in a loss-
less cavity, as yet beam loading has not been considered. For the LHC crab cavity there will be 
a number of couplers utilised to damp the unwanted modes. The model of Figure 25.1 only has 
one coupler shown and this is optimised for the operating mode. The couplers used to damp 
unwanted modes are best included by inserting an appropriate value for the intrinsic Q factor 
for the mode to be extracted. 
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For resonant systems where Q factors are greater than about 20 one does not need to solve 
(25.12) for the voltage at any instant, it is sufficient to solve for the amplitude and phase. More 
conveniently than solving for amplitude and phase we solve for in-phase (I) and quadrature (Q) 
components of the voltage. We denote the phase part with the suffix r and the quadrature path 
with the suffix I, writing:  
        tjexptjAtAtV imrmm  3 (25.13) 
and making approximations consistent with slowly varying amplitude and phase, equation 
(25.12) becomes replaced with the two first order differential equations as follows: 


















































































































The difference between solving (25.12) and the equations (25.14) with (25.15) is that one no 
longer needs lots of time steps per RF cycle. Typically we solve (25.14) and (25.15) with one 
time step per cycle and this is convenient with respect to applying beam loading effects from 
individual bunches. 
Beam loading is incorporated by allowing the phase and amplitude of the cavity excitation to 
change in proportion to the image charge deposited in the cavity after the passage of the bunch. 
For a dipole mode the change is determined as: 
















rr  (25.16) 
 
















ii  (25.17) 
where is the phase angle between the bunch passing the centre of the cavity and the initial 


























 where the cavity voltage VL includes transit time effects. 
25.2  The RF Controller 
A digital LLRF system typically measures in phase and quadrature components cavity fields 
and controls each component to a set point by varying the in phase and quadrature components 
                                                 
3
 When modes adjacent to the operating mode have a large frequency separation a better approximation can be 
made by using a differing centre frequency  for each mode equation (25.13). For the results in this report the 
influence of the adjacent modes is minimal and hence these more complicate equations are not required.  
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of the RF input. Importantly the system is described by two first order differential equations 
rather than one second order differential system. The optimum controller for a first order 
system with random disturbances is a PI controller. As beam loading for a crab cavity is 
unpredictable some component of the controller typically requires a PI controller. This can be 
enhanced with feed forward to improve control where disturbances are anticipated. A property 
of digital LLRF system is they might act with a significantly delayed action of >0.5s. 
Differential terms are not required in first order systems to provide damping. Differential terms 
also cause problems when there is noise on the measurement.  
For the multi-mode cavity an issue with the controller is whether by clever filtering one can 
determine the amplitude and phase of the operating mode. If one can and with reference to the 
envelope equations (25.14) and (25.15) one can determine the driving components as: 














cAVcttF                       (25.18) 
where tdelay is the time it takes to measure the error and adjust the amplifier output and Vsp is 
the set point voltage required in the cavity. The set point for the phase of a crab cavity is zero 
hence the set point for the out of phase part of the voltage A1i is also zero. 
In the multi-mode software model we assume that the operating mode cannot be measured 
directly and instead one measures a time average of amplitude and phase of all the modes in 
the cavity where differing modes have a differing weighting according to their coupling to the 
output coupler. 
The ratio of the integral coefficients ci to the proportional coefficients cp have been chosen 
such that the response immediately after rapid cavity filling at full power is slightly under-
damped. This choice generally gave a slightly better control of amplitude and phase during the 
bunch than critical damping. 
25.3 Hardware Concept Appropriate to Model 
With respect to the model it is useful to have a concept for the hardware that might be 
associated with the model. The simplest option is independent control of each crab cavity 
where each controller is required to achieve a set point voltage at zero phase. One would of 
course want each system to report back on whether the set point voltage was achieved or not so 
that set points can be adjusted to ensure that crabbing and un-crabbing continue to balance. 
The hardware for each cavity requires knowledge of the beam phase, measurements of the 
cavity I and Q voltage components and an input for the cavity voltage set point. The hardware 
for each cavity would have an oscillator locked to the local beam phase, a detector for cavity I 
and Q voltages, a controller and an amplifier chain as illustrated in Figure25.2. The controller 
utilised for the simulations is a simple PI controller that acts independently on I and Q 
components. It is likely that the controller would include a comb filter to selectively reject 
dangerous frequencies [29]. It achieves this by feeding back the measured signal at a precise 
frequency in anti-phase.  
Our model does not consider how accurately the voltage controlled oscillator (VCO) follows 
the beam phase. In principle however this problem can be solved by the same approach as for 
the cavity. This is because the phase detector is a special case of the IQ detector, the Phase 
Lock Loop (PLL) filter is a fast controller and the VCO behaves like a cavity. As the VCO is 
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not subject to the same perturbations as the crab cavity then one expects noise generated in this 
part of the system to be much smaller than noise coming from the cavity and its control system.  
 
Figure 25.2     Conceptual Hardware for Model Should include MO feed 
The VCO can be analysed using the same equations as used for the cavity without beam 
loading i.e. (25.14), (25.15), (25.18) and (25.19) but this is not done here. The loop filter is 
invariably a simple network of capacitors and resistors to form a PI controller with no 
additional delay from digital computation. 
25.4  Noise Spectrum Computations 
In a passive RF system spectral noise can arise from the source that drives the system and can 
be increased by vibration, temperature fluctuation and the control system. The superconducting 
cavity will operate at 1.8 K and is likely to have a bandwidth close to 1 kHz hence it filters 
input noise and adds no significant level of thermal noise. 
























where is the cavity bandwidth, o is the cavity centre frequency and  is the driving 
frequency, in this case an unwanted noise frequency. Dangerous frequencies for the LHC beam 
will be combinations the Synchrotron frequency at 23 Hz, the betatron frequency at 3.4 kHz 
and the revolution frequency at 11.245 kHz taken together as offsets from the cavity frequency 
at 400.8 MHz. With a cavity bandwidth of 1 kHz none of the dangerous frequencies will be so 
heavily damped that they can be neglected. 
Taking Sine and Cosine FFT of the voltage in the cavity reveals the noise spectrum that is 
caused by disturbances and the control system itself. An input to the model includes cavity 
vibration and hence this is a major contributor to noise. The voltage needs to be sampled for a 
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present. The LLRF simulations in this report needed for computing spectra have been run for 
600 bunch trains allowing a sampling period for the FFT of 50 ms. 
The sampling interval typically started once the cavity voltage had stabilised at the set point 
with beam present. Quenches and cavity faults were introduced after the FFT sample had been 
collected. In sections 25.4 to 25.6 the voltage was averaged over sufficient cycles so that the 
FFT was performed on just 2
16
 = 65536 data points. The averaging was done to limit output 
rather than computation time. For the computations presented here the frequency interval for 
the FFT was 11.7 Hz and noise at frequencies above 1.5 MHz was removed by the averaging. 
System disturbances for the model were set at frequencies well above 11.7 Hz so that the 
output properly encompasses the control system performance. 
As the FFT is taken for a fixed period of ~50 ms then it contains all the spectral components 
associated with a pulse of this length. The results presented have had the spectrum of a 400.8 
MHz pulse at the set point voltage lasting the full sampling period subtracted from the raw 
spectrum.  
Spectral results presented under the description of the Noise Spectrum are computed as the 
Sine and Cosine Fast Fourier Transforms (FFT) of 2i
2
r AA   and normalised with respect to 
the set point voltage. The normalisation factor is 
sVN
2
 where N is the number of data points 
and Vs is the set point voltage. 
 Because the actual cavity field is ti2i
2
r eAA
  then the results are determined as single 
sided offsets from the carrier frequency.  
For plotting, the Fourier coefficients are expressed as a power ratio. In order to get the spectral 
power density one would also need to divide by the frequency interval (11.7 Hz in this case). It 
is not appropriate to do this as the spectral peaks are very narrow. In order to get relative power 
in a spectral range one needs to add the Fourier coefficients in the range according to 
Parseval’s identity. 
Spectral results presented under the description of I and Q voltages are the absolute values of 
the Sine and Cosine Fourier coefficients of Ar and Ai and these are normalised by the set point 
voltage as described above. Result are expressed in dB as 20log10(value). Where phase noise is 
given it is determined as the FFT of  ri
1 AAtan  it is then normalised by a factor of and 
expressed in dB.  
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25.5 Model Input Parameters 
A sequence of simulations have been undertaken. The parameters taken for the cavity have not 
been changed for the simulations and are listed as follows: 
 
Number of cavity modes                 : 3 
Operating mode order (1-dipole)        : 1 
Operating mode centre frequency  (GHz) : 0.4008d00 
Operating mode Q factor                : 2.000d+09 
Operating mode external Q factor       : 5.700d+05 
Operating mode R over Q (Ohms per cell): 912.6 
Mode 2 order                           : 0 
Mode 2 centre frequency (GHz)          : 0.3752d+00 
Mode 2 intrinsic Q factor              : 1.0000d+04 
Mode 2 external Q factor               : 5.000d+06 
Mode 3 relative pickup coupling        : 1.0d-01 
Mode 2 relative beam coupling          : 0.136d00 
Mode 3 order                           : 1 
Mode 3 centre frequency (GHz)          : 0.4366d00 
Mode 3 intrinsic Q factor              : 1.0000d+04 
Mode 3 external Q factor               : 5.000d+06 
Mode 3 relative pickup coupling        : 1.0d-01 
Mode 3 relative beam coupling          : 0.0153d00 
 
In this table the R/Q of mode 2 and 3 is determined by multiplying the relative mode beam 
coupling with the R/Q of the operating mode. The crab cavity will have a power coupler for the 
operating mode and HOM/LOM couplers for modes 2 and 3. The analysis only considers 
power transfer via the input power coupler. The action of the HOM and LOM couplers is 
included by reducing the intrinsic Q factors of those modes. 
The software was written for multi-cell cavities where adjacent modes can influence the 
control of the operating mode. If the main pick-up were to have a 1 MHz band pass filter so 
that it does not see the LOM and the first HOM then these modes have no effect on the 
operating mode unless they are resonant with the bunch arrival frequency. The amount of pick-
up is determined by the relative mode pickup parameter. 
Results from the model have been computed for differing input parameters. The disturbance 
parameters are the beam offset, the bunch charge fluctuation, the microphonic detuning and 
bunch arrival time jitter. Charge fluctuations have a very small effect compared to beam offset 
and have been set at 1% for all the simulations. Only beam offsets of 250 m and zero have 
been considered. The programme input allows offsets to be completely random or sinusoidal at 
a set frequency. Here a sinusoidal variation of offset at 5000 Hz has been used throughout. 
A cavity vibration causing microphonic detuning has an amplitude and a frequency. 
Simulations to provide FFT output ran for 50 ms however the graphs for time domain response 
were typically created for shorter time intervals of just 3.5 ms. The microphonic frequency was 
taken at 2 kHz so that entire oscillations can be seen in the 3.5 ms output. The calculations can 
all be quickly repeated once the precise microphonic spectrum has been measured. 
Calculations whereby the cavity detunes by 40 Hz which is about 1/20 of the bandwidth have 
been undertaken. One anticipates that the cavity can be made sufficiently stiff, so that 
microphonic detuning can be limited to this extent. At this level, the simulations show that 
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microphonic detuning has minimal effect for these parameters, however the results can be used 
to estimate the magnitude of the effect for differing parameters. As the cavity runs at constant 
voltage then Lorentz detuning is only an issue if the cavity quenches. Bunch arrival time jitter 
has been set to zero as the LHC RF systems are phase locked to the average bunch arrival time 
for a train. 
 
25.5.1 Simulation 1 Results (No measurement errors) 
The list of program inputs which include disturbances and LLRF parameters will be referred to 
as the LLRF input.  This input for first simulations is shown below: 
 
Master oscillator frequency (GHz)      : 0.4008d0 
Bunch frequency (GHz)                  : 0.04008d00 
Energy set point (Joules per cell)     : 1.89 
Maximum Amp Power (Watts per cell)     : 8500.0 
Maximum beam offset (mm)               : -0.250 
1 for random offset 0 for periodic     : 0 
Offset fluctuation frequency (Hz)      : 5000.0d00 
Initial Bunch phase retard (degrees)   :  0.0 
Bunch phase jitter (degrees)           :  0.0 
1 for random charge fluc 0 for periodic: 0 
Phase jitter frequency (Hz)            : 5000 
Bunch charge fluctuation (fraction)    : 0.005 
1 for random charge fluc 0 for periodic: 1 
Charge fluctuation frequency (Hz)      : 5000 
Bunch charge (Coulombs)                : 3.2e-8 
Bunch train length (seconds)           : 86.90166e-6 
Bunch train gap length (seconds)       :  2.02096e-6  
RF advance time (seconds)              : 200.0e-6 
Cavity freq. shift from microphonics Hz: 40.0 
Vibration frequency of cavity  (Hz)    : 2000.0 
Initial vibration phase (degrees, sin) : 0 
Measurement phase error in degrees     : 0.0 
Measurement amplitude error as fraction: 0.0 
Delay for control system in seconds    : 0.5e-6 
Control update interval in seconds     : 0.5e-6 
Initial gain constant for controller   :  10.0 
Amplifier Bandwidth                    :  5.0e6 
Measurement filter bandwidth           : 10.0e6 
Feed forward sum jump  (~1.2e6)        : 0.0e6 
 
The parameter list includes measurement parameters, amplifier parameters and control 
parameters. The first simulation assumes no measurement errors in order to show control 
performance clearly. A delay of 0.5 s has been assumed for the LLRF system response. As 
the cavity runs with a continuous wave (CW) then feed forward processes are not incorporated. 
Later simulations will consider the cavity response when the beam arrives before the cavity is 
energised and controlled to a set point. Simulations 1 to 3 however start with an empty cavity, 
fill at full forward power (8.5 kW) and on reaching the set point they control the amplitude to 
3.2705 MV corresponding to the energy set point of 1.89 J. Beam arrives after the cavity has 
settled, the settling time has been set to about 0.8 ms. The simulation continues running during 
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a sequence of either 24 or 600 machine revolutions each with bunches filling 2808 of the 3564 
buckets according to the LHC filling scheme (Time domain figures are for 24 revolutions with 
beam). The fill time for the chosen parameters was 0.4 ms and the end time was typically 3.5 
ms. A cavity quench is instigated during the 20
th
 bunch revolution when 24 revolutions are 
being computed. The cavity voltage is shown on an expanded scale in Figure 25.3. 


















Figure 25.3   Cavity voltage during simulation with cavity quench at 3.075 ms - simulation 1. 
The important questions to ask are how well the amplitude and the phase are maintained and 
what happens to the cavity kick during the quench. Figure 25.4 magnifies the amplitude 
fluctuations of Figure 25.3 between 1.8 ms and 2.1 ms. The underlining oscillation at 5 kHz 
comes from the frequency assigned to the bunch offset. There are small but sharp deviations in 
the amplitude corresponding to gaps in the LHC bunch train. The biggest deviation occurs for 
the gap left for LHC beam dump. These large deviations come at the machine frequency of 
11.245 kHz. Anticipating that bunch offsets are unknown, feed forward control cannot work to 
remove the deviations. It should be remembered this simulation assumes no measurement 
errors, enabling reasonable control with peak voltage deviation at the 0.1% level. 
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Figure 25.4   Fine detail on cavity voltage during simulation with cavity quench at 5.035 ms - 
simulation 1 
The phase during the pulse is shown in Figure 25.5. Once the cavity has filled and before the 
quench, the peak phase error is only dependent on microphonic detuning. This was set at a 
level of 40 Hz RF detuning (cavity bandwidth ~ 0.7 kHz) and the mechanical oscillation was 























Figure 25.5     Cavity voltage during simulation during flat top - simulation 1 
Figure 25.6 gives the power requirements during the simulation. In the absence of beam 
loading and microphonics the cavity requires 2577 W to maintain amplitude for the external Q 
factor of 5.7  105. An additional 35 W is required to compensate the 40 Hz microphonic 
detuning. The input power requirement is dominated by beam offset. Peak power is just short 
of the maximum amplifier power by virtue of the simulation offset being at the maximum 



















Figure 25.6     Cavity power during flat top - simulation 1 
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Figure 25.7 shows fine detail for the amplifier output. During the large gap in the LHC bunch 
train fill of 119 missing bunches associated with the LHC Dump Kicker rise time of 3 s 
occurring at 1.88 ms the power requirement almost returns to level required for no beam as 
expected. Large power dips are seen for the 38/39 missing bunches associated with the LHC 



















Figure 25.7     Fine detail on amplifier power - simulation 1 
Figure 25.8 shows reflected power from the cavity. Initially during filling the voltage in the 
cavity rises linearly hence the energy rises quadratically. This means that as the cavity starts to 
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Figure 25.8     Power reflected from cavity for whole period - simulation 1 
Depending on the control parameters the cavity voltage can overshoot the voltage set point; 
this occurs at 3.9 ms. In response the control system reverses the drive phase, the voltage at the 
coupler doubles and for a very short period, the power leaving the cavity can be 4 times the 
maximum input. In this case the reflected power only rises to 22 kW. At the quench, the 
instantaneous reflected power is 33.1 kW and this value is determined by the instantaneous 
voltage in the cavity at the time of the quench. 
Figure 25.9 shows the drive phase throughout. Beam loading puts a similar demand on the 
drive phase as does the microphonic detuning of 40 Hz. The phase shift of the drive needed to 


















Figure 25.9     Drive phase for whole period - simulation 1 
Figure 25.10 shows cavity amplitude and phase before and after the quench on a logarithmic 
scale. The quench is instigated by reducing the intrinsic Q factor of the operating mode to 
1500. Note that with respect to the input data and equation (25.12) that the intrinsic frequency 
of the cavity i is that for a completely lossless cavity and the actual natural frequency is 
determined by the intrinsic Q factor so that reducing the intrinsic Q factor to 1500 also reduces 
the natural frequency. Figure 25.10 shows the amplitude dropping by a factor of 300 before the 
phase error exceeds 1 degree. In the absence of Lorentz detuning this result implies that a 
quench should not pose any difficulty with spurious kicks. During the quench the cavity field 
decays in 7 s In order to limit the effect of Lorentz detuning during the quench the cavity 
walls must be sufficiently thick, so that detuning is less than about a quarter of the bandwidth 
(250 Hz) in 7 s. An effect still to be considered is where part of the cavity quenches but 
enough is still superconducting for high Q to be maintained however the partial quench causes 
a helium pressure increase that changes the cavity frequency. 
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Figure 25.10     Cavity amplitude and phase before and after the Quench - simulation 1  
Note that within the context of the model the control system detects the quench and resets the 
voltage set point to a value achievable with the power available for the new Q factor. During 
the correction the cavity phase shifts by 180
o
 but then recovers.  
Figure 25.11 plots spectral noise for the simulation identical to that above except that it 
continued for 600 machine revolutions. Sine and cosine FFTs of the cavity voltage were 
determined, the square pulse subtracted and then values for the graph converted to dB as 
 2s10 VV
~
log10  where V
~
is the FFT of the voltage and Vs is the set point voltage. 





















Coefficients spaced at 11.716 Hz 
 
Figure 25.11     Cavity spectral noise – simulation 1, no measurement errors. 
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Two curves appear for the Sine coefficients and the Cosine coefficients, in each case one curve 
is associated with positive coefficients and the other with negative coefficients. As the 
coefficients were squared then all coefficients are represented on the graph. 
The beam loading frequency is 5 kHz and the LHC revolution frequency is 11.245 kHz. Effects 
are seen at 5 kHz, 6.245kHz, 16.245 kHz, 17.450 kHz ….as expected. The microphonics which 
were added at 2 kHz
4
 have minimal effect on the spectral noise and cannot be identified in 
Figure 25.11. The width of the peaks is determined by the sample length, in this case 600 
revolutions ~ 50 ms. 
Figure 25.12 gives absolute values for coefficients of the Sine and Cosine Fourier Transforms 
of the Inphase and Quadrature voltage functions expressed in dB. These coefficients are 
required to assess the impact of noise on the beam. Sine and cosine FFTs of the I and Q 
voltages were determined, the square pulse subtracted and then values for the graph converted 
to dB as   sx10 VV
~
abslog20  where xV
~
is the FFT of either the I or Q voltage. 



























Coefficients spaced at 11.716 Hz 
 
Figure 25.12     Cavity In phase and quadrature spectral voltage noise – simulation 1 
The Quadrature noise in Figure 25.12 comes predominately from the 2kHz microphonic 
sampled for ~50 ms. 
Figure 25.13 plots Fourier coefficients for the phase expressed in dB. Sine and cosine FFTs of 
the phase in radians were determined and then values for the graph converted to dB as 
  ~2abslog20 10  where 
~
is the FFT the phase. 
 
                                                 
4
 A frequency of 2 kHz was chosen as higher frequencies are more demanding of the control system than lower 
frequencies and significant microphonic can be present in the kHz range. 
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Coefficients spaced at 11.716 Hz 
 
Figure 25.13     Phase noise – simulation 1 
25.5.2 Simulation 2 results assuming realistic measurement errors. 
The addition of realistic measurement errors has a significant effect on the control system and 
the spectral noise. For simulation 2 we assume that voltages are measured to an accuracy of 
0.05% and that phase is measured to an accuracy of 0.005 degrees.  
The LLRF parameter list for simulation 2 was taken as follows:- 
Master oscillator frequency (GHz)      : 0.4008d0 
Bunch frequency (GHz)                  : 0.04008d00 
Energy set point (Joules per cell)     : 1.89 
Maximum Amp Power (Watts per cell)     : 8500.0 
Maximum beam offset (mm)               : -0.250 
1 for random offset 0 for periodic     : 0 
Offset fluctuation frequency (Hz)      : 5000.0d00 
Initial Bunch phase retard (degrees)   :  0.0 
Bunch phase jitter (degrees)           :  0.0 
1 for random charge fluc 0 for periodic: 0 
Phase jitter frequency (Hz)            : 5000 
Bunch charge fluctuation (fraction)    : 0.005 
1 for random charge fluc 0 for periodic: 1 
Charge fluctuation frequency (Hz)      : 5000 
Bunch charge (Coulombs)                : 3.2e-8 
Bunch train length (seconds)           : 86.90166e-6 
Bunch train gap length (seconds)       :  2.02096e-6 
RF advance time (seconds)              : 200.0e-6 
Cavity freq. shift from microphonics Hz: 40.0 
Vibration frequency of cavity  (Hz)    : 2000.0 
Initial vibration phase (degrees, sin) : 0 
Measurement phase error in degrees     : 0.005 
Measurement amplitude error as fraction: 0.0005 
Delay for control system in seconds    : 0.5e-6 
Control update interval in seconds     : 0.5e-6 
Initial gain constant for controller   :  10.0 
Amplifier Bandwidth                    :  5.0e6 
Measurement filter bandwidth           : 10.0e6 
Feed forward sum jump  (~1.2e6)        : 0.0e6 
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Figure 25.14 shows the cavity voltage during the pulse. Measurement errors on the voltage 
















Fine resolution on voltage amplitude
 
Figure 25.14     Simulation 2 with measurement errors 
The error in the cavity voltage does not change significantly for errors of this magnitude. 
Figure 25.15 gives the phase during the pulse. Phase measurement errors were introduced at 
the level of 0.005 degrees however the impact on cavity phase errors is a little less than the 






















Figure 25.15     Simulation 2 with measurement errors 
Figure 25.16 gives the power requirement for the simulation period whilst the beam was 
present. 
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Figure 25.16     Simulation 2 with measurement errors 
Figure 25.17 gives the noise spectra while the beam is present. The introduction of 
measurement errors at the anticipated level has given a uniform noise floor at 107 dB below the 
set point energy and hence the Fourier voltage coefficients are    2010710 4.5 millionths of 
the set point voltage. 






























Figure 25.17     Simulation 2 with measurement errors Phase=0.005 deg, Amp =0.0005 
Figure 25.18 gives absolute values of the Fourier coefficients of the phase and should be 
compared with Figure25.12. 
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Coefficients spaced at 11.716 Hz
 
Figure 25.18     Simulation 2 with measurement errors Phase=0.005 deg, Amp =0.0005 
25.5.3  Simulation 2a reduced measurement errors. 
The errors assumed for simulation 2 were realistic however it is of interest to consider how the 
noise is reduced as the measurement errors are reduced. Figure 25.19 consider the case where 
phase measurement accuracy stays the same but amplitude errors are reduced by a factor of 5 
with respect to simulation 2. This figure should be compared with Figure 25.17. The noise 
level between the peaks is reduced by just over 10 dB. 





























Coefficients spaced at 11.716 Hz 
 
Figure 25.19     Simulation 2a with measurement errors Phase=0.005 deg, Amp =0.0001 
Figure 25.20 plots the noise when the amplitude errors are reduced by a further factor of 5. 
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Coefficients spaced at 11.716 Hz 
 
Figure 25.20     Simulation 2b with measurement errors Phase=0.005 deg, Amp =0.00002 
The noise between the peaks for the inphase voltage is reduced again by just over 10 dB and 
comes to the level determined by the sample width limitation. The phase noise associated with 
the quadrature components now exceed the inphase noise components. Figure 25.21 retains the 
amplitude error as 1 part in 50000 and reduces the phase noise to 0.001 degrees. 
 





























Coefficients spaced at 11.716 Hz 
 
Figure 25.21     Simulation 2c with measurement errors Phase=0.001 deg, Amp =0.00002 
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25.5.4 Simulation 3 results using a reduced LLRF gain 
Simulation 3 repeats simulation 2 with a gain reduced from 10 to 1. This has the effect of 
increasing amplitude and phase errors substantially, smoothing the power demand and raising 
noise close to the carrier frequencies as illustrated in Figures 25.22 to 25.24. 
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Figure 25.24  Simulation 3 with measurement errors and reduced gain  
Phase=0.005 deg, Amp =0.0005, Gain = 1 
Figure 25.24 should be compared with figure 25.16 which had a flat noise floor below the 
peaks at -109 dB. Figure 25.24 shows that by reducing the gain the noise floor goes down at 
large offsets from the carrier but is increase close to the carrier. 
The ultimate performance requires high gain and excellent measurement accuracy. Importantly 
if there are disturbances close to the carrier frequency then very high gain is required to remove 
them. 
25.6  Detected LLRF Failure 
In the event that the crab cavity or any of its systems fail, an essential requirement is that any 
failure mode does not result in the bunch train hitting the wall before the beam can be dumped 
[31]. It takes three revolutions to dump the beam after a failure has been identified. A worst 
case scenario for the crab cavity is that the LLRF system in response to an input error shifts the 
phase of the cavity by 90 degrees so that it becomes a deflection cavity. The response of the 
cavity to an incorrect set point depends on the maximum RF power and the external Q factor. 
Figure 25.25 plots the phase response of the cavity after the set point changes by 90
o
 at 2.842 
ms into the simulation. 
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Figure 25.25    Simulation 2d, phase error with time after set point shifts by 90
o 
The input data for this simulation is identical to simulation 2. After one machine revolution the 
phase error in the cavity is 30 degrees and the resulting bunch deflection is unacceptable. It 
takes three machine revolutions to dump the beam and in this time the control system can reset 
the reference phase by 90
o
. 
Once the bunch starts to show a deviation from the design orbit one anticipates that the 
transverse damping system will start to correct the deviation. Depending on the gain of the 
transverse damping system, one would expect some mitigation of the deflection over two 
machine revolutions. 
It is probable that a safety critical system would be installed to mitigate the effect of a crab 
cavity RF control error. It would be straightforward to have a system that measures the 
difference between cavity phase and beam phase independently of the LLRF control. In the 
event that this phase difference rises above a set level near to 1 degree then control action 
could be taken. Cutting power to the cavity would initially prevent the phase from increasing 
however as the cavity emptying time is several milli-seconds, changes in cavity dimensions 
resulting from microphonics could shift the phase further. The control solution is either to have 
an emergency kicker with a rise time of about 25 s or to correctively steer the bunch through 
the crab cavities. 
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25.7 Cavity Power Failure 
In the event that the power amplifier was to fail then offset bunches would either fill the crab 
cavity with the correct phase, empty it at the correct phase or fill it with a phase error of 180
o
. 
The voltage achieved in the cavities depends on bunch offset and cavity external Q factor. For 
an amplifier sized for a maximum offset of 250 m when the bunch is offset by a value less 
than this value the maximum voltage that can be delivered will be reduced by the ratio of the 
actual offset to the maximum design offset. When the cavity is filled with a 180
o
 phase error 
then bunches rotate in the wrong sense for increasing luminosity. As the fill time is of the order 
of milli-seconds then even a bunch train with an offset slightly larger than the maximum design 
offset could be dumped before cavity voltages become excessive. As it is certain that kickers 
need to be in place to steer the beam through the crab cavities then the possibility of excess 
field in the cavity is not going to arise. 
The scenario of no RF power is illustrated by simulation 4. The In phase and quadrature 
voltages are plotted in Figure 25.26. 






















Figure 25.26     Simulation 4 with measurement errors 
For this simulation the bunch offset amplitude is still 0.25 mm however the frequency has been 
reduced to 900 Hz. The microphonic detuning is still 40 Hz however the frequency has been 
reduced to 450 Hz. In the first period to 1.12 ms the beam is present but the RF is off. During 
this period the cavity “in phase” voltage follows the beam offset. Its peak value would grow as 
the frequency of the offset is reduced.  Its peak value at zero offset frequency is set by the 
offset amplitude and the external Q factor. The quadrature voltage would be zero for the first 
period to 1.12 ms were the cavity not being detuned by the microphonics. As microphonics is 
small the quadrature voltage remains small.  
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During the second period from 1.12 ms to 2.03 ms the cavity has been detuned by eight 
bandwidths. The maximum amplitude is now restricted however the “quadrature voltage” has 
the same magnitude as the “in phase” voltage and hence the phase of the cavity is cycling 
through 2 radians. 
For the third period from 2.03 ms to 2.52 ms the cavity is retuned. At 2.52 ms the RF system is 
energised with a set point voltage very close to zero and a phase of zero. (Phase has no value at 
zero voltage). This null set point continues to 2.9 ms. The figure demonstrates that keeping the 
RF energised with a zero set point might be a more effective way of turning the cavity off  than 
explicitly de-tuning it.  
26. RF System Spectral Noise and Bunch Lifetime 
Section 25 considered fields in the cavity and the noise spectrum arising from controller action. 
This section considers how those fields act on individual particles in a bunch. A calculation of 
bunch lifetime falls outside the scope of this study. This section simply shows how the Fourier 
Coefficients of the cavity voltage (including noise) are used to compute the time averaged 
voltage that an individual particle would experience. 
A particle in a bunch at the LHC will see each crab cavity field once on every revolution. A 
particle in the centre of the bunch which passes centrally through the cavity on its axis at the 
perfect time sees no net voltage. A particle passing either side of the axis with offset x in the 
crabbing plane will be accelerated or retarded depending on the side that it passes. A particle 
will receive a transverse kick voltage one way or the other way in the crabbing plane 
depending on whether it arrives early or late. 
The analysis here will consider lateral positional deviations of a particle from the design path 
x(t) and longitudinal phase deviations from the design path (t). Specifically one wants to 
know the added contribution from one or more crab cavities. Previously (25.13) has given I 
and Q components of the crab cavity voltage as Ar and Ai . The crab cavity voltages only act on 
a particle once per revolution of the whole machine. Let To be the revolution period of bunches 
in the LHC. Individual particles will have a small oscillatory variation in the revolution period 
at the Synchrotron frequency and this variation is encompassed by longitudinal deviations from 
the design path (t). 
The sum voltage that acts on a particle whose starting displacement was x(to) and whose 
starting phase was t is given as 











oRFiroox mTtctjexptjAtAjRet,txV  (26.1) 
         
 
















tjAtARet,txV  (26.2) 
In future we will not explicitly write out the dependence of xV  and zV  on the starting 
location of the particle of interest. As the “in phase component” is taken with respect to the 
crabbing phase then (26.1) is multiplied by –j. The time dependence of Ar and Ai is taken with 
respect to the master oscillator and the master oscillator is locked to the revolution period. Ar 
and Ai are evaluated for the average lateral deflection x of the particle and at time t when the 
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bunch is at the cavity centre. The summation in m is over 11245 cavity interactions per second 
for many hours. Eliminating the complex notation in (26.1) and (26.2) gives 
       
m
oRFiRFrx mTtccosAcsinAV  (26.3) 







V  (26.4) 
The motion of particles following the design path (x = 0, = 0) when the crab cavity voltage is 
a perfect sine wave at the operating frequency and correctly phased is completely understood. 
Here the interest is for particles not on the design path and interacting with unwanted voltage 
signals and spectral noise in the cavity.  
In general the x displacement of a particle from the design orbit in a Synchrotron is given as: 

















cossasx  (26.5) 
where a and  are constants for a particular particle, s is distance along the design path and  is 
the betatron function. If one only looks at the x displacement at a single point around a storage 
ring then as the integrand determining the phase in (26.5) has the periodicity of the ring then x 
displacements at a point change incrementally following a sinusoidal wave is given as: 
    m2cossax cm  (26.6) 
where  is the betatron number, sc is the position of the crab cavity and m is an integer [32]. 
The value of  will be an integer plus a fractional part f. As  is multiplied by 2 times an 
integer in (26.6) then only the fractional part of contributes. Defining the betatron frequency 
as 







  (26.7) 
then the x displacement while the particle is in the crab cavity can be expressed as 
     bbo tf2cosmTtxtx   (26.8) 
where x is the maximum displacement at the crab cavity and b is the betatron phase. The 
betatron frequency at the LHC ~ 3.4 kHz; define the associated angular frequency as b.  






where  is the dilation factor. Equation (26.9) dictates that the phase decreases when the 
energy is too large and increases when it is too small, hence acting to keep particles in the RF 
bucket. The energy of a particle will decrease due to synchrotron radiation by Urad per turn, it 
will therefore increase as it passes through the cavity by an amount that depends on its phase 
Va() and will remain in the crab cavity depending on its offset by amount Vc(x) hence we can 
write: 
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Clearly the crab cavity can couple the longitudinal motion with the betatron motion when the 
bunch has an offset. For the LHC, the phase  changes by only a small amount on each 
revolution hence we assume it has the same value in the accelerating cavity as in the crab 
cavity. The crab cavity is phased so that its longitudinal field is at its peak as bunches pass 
through hence for short bunches we can neglect the dependence of Vc(x) on As the bunches 
must stay in their buckets we are only interested in solutions of (26.9) and (26.10) which are 
oscillatory. 
For small oscillations and neglecting the longitudinal acceleration in the crab cavity we can 
write: 
     sso tf2cosmTtt    (26.11) 
where fs is the Synchrotron frequency of ~ 23 Hz for the LHC,  is half the bunch length and 
we define the associated angular frequency as s. 
At the crab cavity operating frequency both the transverse and longitudinal components of the 
voltage kick imposed by the crabbing cavities should exactly cancel with the anti-crabbing 
cavities. The crabbing cavities act when the bunch is in line with the orbit path and the anti-
crabbing cavities act when the bunch has returned to alignment with the orbit path. This means 
that the x displacement of each particle is identical to its value in the crabbing cavities and 
hence longitudinal and transverse components both cancel if the phase  has not changed. As 
particles near the back of the bunch will have an advancing phase and particles near the front 
of the bunch will have a retarding phase then perfect cancellation will not be possible. Particles 
move from the back of the bunch to the front of the bunch in a time of 50 ms, the time between 
crabbing and uncrabbing is of the order of 1 s hence the perturbation is one part in 50000 per 
cavity per revolution. Given that there are 11245 revolutions per second one expects the effect 
to be significant. If the kick and the anti-kick do not quite cancel then the overall effect is a 
random kick at the RF frequency. Anticipating a result given later in this section it is found  
that random transverse kicks average to zero unless they occur at an offset frequency equal to 
the synchrotron frequency.  
The estimation of bunch lifetime in a proton synchrotron has a dependency on phase noise in 
the RF cavities [33]. Appendix II of reference [33] relates noise spectral density to the 
diffusion coefficient for longitudinal bunch growth and emittance growth. Here we only 
consider the average voltage that a particle sees after many revolutions and our analysis has a 
different approach. Phase locking the accelerator cavity RF to the bunch centroid together with 
the associated comb filters is essential to effectively damp Synchrotron oscillations. At the 
LHC, betratron oscillations are damped with feedback loops acting on fast kickers. Once these 
control loops are in place
5
 then one might expect lifetime to no longer strongly depend on 
longitudinal and transverse bunch deflection from the perfect orbit but rather on disturbances 
that have a spatial gradient through the bunch. This is not true because each particle in a bunch 
has a different position and momentum and as a consequence of non-linear forces, intra-beam 
scattering [34] and beam-beam interactions [35] a uniform kick applied to all the particles does 
not result only in a kick of the whole bunch. The uniform kick de-coheres through these non-
                                                 
5
 These control loops are always active for the LHC. 
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linear forces and interactions resulting in emittance growth. In the absence of experimental 
data, best estimates of emittance growth comes from simulation [36, 37]. As yet no simulations 
that include the non-linearity of the crab cavity field have been undertaken. 
26.1 Kick Estimation for Single Frequency Disturbance 
The continuing analysis below relates voltage kicks at dangerous frequencies for spectral noise 
to the LLRF simulations. For clarity we will initially consider a single component of the noise 
spectrum in the cavity taken at an offset angular frequency n from the RF frequency. For 
noise at an offset frequency there is no guarantee that the mode is perfectly dipolar hence the x 
dependence in (26.3) and (26.4) will need to be reconsidered in a more detailed analysis. 
Explicitly in (26.3) and (26.4) the field will be taken as: 
   tcosA
~
tA nnrr                                                (26.12) 
   tcosA
~
tA nnii                                                (26.13) 
we should add a separate phase in each term or split it as sine and cosine terms however the 
initial result required does not depend on the phase so it is put back later rather than writing a 
sine and cosine version of every equation. 
When inserting the orbit (26.11) into (26.3) and (26.4) we assume that longitudinal phase 
deviations are sufficiently small for the bunch to roughly fit in the linear part of the field so 
that: 






                                             (26.14) 
and 
  1ccos RF                                                      (26.15) 
Putting (26.8) and (26.11-26.15) in (26.3) and (26.4) gives: 




















                    (26.16) 
   



































    ( 26.17) 
Note that the voltages have been given tilda’s as they are associated with single frequency 
components of the cavity fields. 
Defining the revolution frequency as fo which for the LHC ~ 11245 Hz and setting 
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   (26.19) 






































































The last term in this equation does not carry any dependence on the synchrotron or betatron 
phase. This means it is the same for all particles and corresponds to a kick of the whole bunch. 
We expect kicks of the whole bunch to be removed by the transverse damping system. These 


































































































































































If a cosine distribution is sampled at regular intervals and the samples averaged then they will 



























x                      (26.23) 
In (5.20) the cavity voltage noise only gives a sizeable transverse kick to a particle either when 
osn fkff   where k is an integer (including zero). 
In (5.21) cavity voltage noise only gives a sizeable longitudinal kick to a particle either when 
obn fkff   where k is an integer. 
It should be remembered that the frequencies fn are offset frequencies from the RF frequency. 
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The oscillation is offset from zero as  increases from 0 reaching maximum  negative offset at 
to = 0.5 and then maximum positive offset at  = 1.5 
When ox fkf   where k is an integer then the maximum absolute value is approximately given 
as 


























 for  ox fkf   k = integer (26.25) 
This expression stays valid until N is so large that the particle phase  has shifted as a 
consequence of intra-beam scattering or non-linearities changing the tune of individual 
particles. One can assign a time constant after which the phase has on average shifted by  
and here this value will be taken to be d .  
There is no value in continuing the summation in (26.21) and (26.22) after the phase has 
shifted by /2 and one should start a new summation with the voltage growing in a new 
direction in the complex plane. This means that the total kick grows according to a random 
walk where each leg of the random walk takes time d . The analysis of the random walk will 
be done at the end of this section. Now the focus is on the length or stroke of each segment of 
the random walk. 
The maximum appropriate value for summation N before a new summation should be 
commenced is determined as: 
dof~N   (26.26) 
Given a maximum value for N from (26.26) we then get a maximum value for what was a 













The summation in (26.25) can of course never exceed N so that the largest time constant that 
should be considered is constrained by Nf34.0 do   































m2cos     
 for   ox fkf       k =  int. (26.28) 
This expression is awkward to use if one wants to integrate over frequencies near the pole. An 




























m2cos  k =  int. (26.29) 
Note that using the replacement 2  in (26.29) one immediately gets the result 
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m2sin  k =  int. (26.30) 
When we reach the end of the summation N as constrained by (26.24) then a new summation 
must commence starting with a new phase for the voltage.  
In equations (26.21) and (26.22) the values of Anr and Ani are Fourier Transforms Coefficients 
for Ar(t) and Ai(t). With respect to the analysis to this point the equations (26.12) and (26.13) 
picked out one Fourier component. In general the cavity voltage would need to be decomposed 
with sine and cosine terms hence we sub divide Anr with two sets of coefficients Ar(fn) and 
Br(fn) and Air with two sets of coefficients Ai(fn) and Bi(fn) so that: 






























rnr  (26.31) 






























ini    (26.32) 
If one records the cavity voltage with its noise for a long period of time, perhaps even days 
then the voltage with its noise can always be exactly reconstructed as  
 
 




































tA  (26.33) 
 
 




































tA  (26.34) 
With respect to our approach it is not appropriate to suppose that the phase of the noise can 
change. For a given period of sampling all the coefficients take fixed values. (We do allow the 
phase of the particle to change as they are subject to intra-beam scattering and nonlinear 
effects.) 
The approximations (26.29) and (26.30) were about averaging the voltage that is seen by one 
particle as the consequence of one frequency. If now we want to consider all frequencies then 
the summations on n in (26.33) and (26.34) must be performed hence we have that: 










V  (26.35) 










V  (26.36) 
(note that the coefficient A and B are voltages) 
For long sampling periods, the summation can be replaced by an integration. The Fourier 
coefficients must decrease with frequency faster than reciprocal frequency for large 
frequencies otherwise the summations of (26.33) and (26.34) would not equate to a finite noise 
voltage. 
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The noise will apply a significant kick to a particle near a critical frequency. Assuming that the 
Fourier coefficients have been normalised to Volts per Hz and that they vary slowly near a 
critical frequency then the contribution to the kick from a critical frequency requires an 
integration over frequency. Comparing (26.29) with (26.21) and (26.22) then fx takes the 
following values sn ff   and bn ff   and the integration is on fn . Representing fn with f and 




















  (26.37) 
where f is some point between the integrand’s peak at yo fkff  and the neighbouring 
peak. There is a peak at every harmonic of the revolution frequency k hence it is appropriate to 























































For the LHC we have 1N~f od   i.e. de-coherence takes many turns hence (26.38) 
approximates as:  
   odo2o2dop flnff4ln
2
f
  (26.39) 
Unfortunately there is a significant contribution to the value of the integral other than from the 
critical frequencies which tends to cancel the value from the peak and (26.39) is incorrect by at 
least the factor  odfln  . On this basis the integration will be explored numerically in the next 
section. 
26.2 Estimation for Flat Noise 


















































  (25.40) 
where the suffix p is either s or b standing for Synchrotron or Betatron. Initially we consider 
the integration for a constant value of  fA
~
 that is independent of frequency. In this case the 
integral to infinity potentially gives an infinite answer. Where the power density is finite (as 
always) one guesses that either the Fourier coefficients must eventually decrease with 
frequency or that positive Fourier coefficients exactly cancel negative coefficients at high 
frequencies. On this basis we undertake the integration as a function of the upper limiting 
frequency of the integration so that we can infer what happens when the integral is taken to 
infinity. The integration is also undertaken for differing number of machine revolutions N. For 
the convenience of plotting the answers and showing how the integral of the sum behaves we 
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take fo = 3kHz and fp = 200 Hz. The integral of the sum will be performed for differing values 
of p . Results for  = 0 are given in Figure 26.1 























Revolution frequency     = 3.0 kHz
Synchrotron Frequency = 200 Hz
 
Figure 26.1     Integrated kick factor as function of upper frequency limit,  = 0 
The first critical frequency is for f = 200 Hz. At this frequency the integral increases over a 
very small frequency range by the amount 1500. The rate at which the integral increases 
depends on the number of revolutions. This is difficult to see in the figure for the scale given 
and a close up is shown in Figure 26.2. After the critical frequency at 200 Hz the next critical 
frequency is 2800 Hz. Between 200 Hz and 2800 Hz the integral decreases with a gradient of 
exactly minus one. This behaviour was not anticipated by equation (26.29) which is why the 
approximation did not work. Then at each of the critical frequencies of 2800 Hz and 3200 Hz 
the integral increases by 1500 giving a total increase of 3000 which is the revolution frequency. 
This part of the result would have been anticipated by the approximate formula of (26.38) had 
the integration range been reduced. 
The important result is that integration through each pole adds a contribution equal to half the 
revolution frequency and integration over a frequency interval determined by revolution period 
frequency but not including the two critical frequencies subtracts the revolution period. 
Consequently integration to infinity is bounded by the revolution period fo .  
When the actual frequency dependent coefficient  fA
~
 is utilised in the integration then a large 
kick arises if there is increased noise close to a critical frequency. 
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Revolution frequency     = 3.0 kHz
Synchrotron Frequency = 200 Hz
 
Figure 26.2    Integrated kick factor near 3kHz as function of upper frequency limit,  = 0 
The integration of Figures 26.1 and 26.2 were specific to a starting phase of zero. Figure 26.3 
plots the result for a starting phase of /2. In this figure the approach to a critical frequency 
contributes with the opposite sign to moving just beyond the critical frequency. This means 
that increased noise near a critical frequency does not give a net contribution when the particle 
starts with a phase of /2. Inspection of the figure also indicates that contribution between 
critical frequencies also cancels. 


















































  (26.41) 
Thus formula cannot be derived from (26.39) with shift by /2 and hence has a different 
appearance to both Figures 26.2 and 26.3 as given by Figures 26.4 and 26.5. Figures 26.4 and 
26.5 evaluate the sine formula with p = 0 and p = /2 respectively. It can be seen that critical 
frequencies do not contribute significantly for p = 0 and give maximum contribution  
for p = /2. 
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Revolution frequency     = 3.0 kHz
Synchrotron Frequency = 200 Hz
 
Figure 26.3     Integrated kick as function of upper frequency limit,  = /2 
 


























Revolution frequency     = 3.0 kHz
Synchrotron Frequency = 200 Hz
 
Figure 26.4     Integrated kick factor as function of upper frequency limit,  = /2 
In Figure 265 the contribution at the revolution frequency minus the critical frequency exactly 
cancels the contribution at the revolutions frequency plus the critical frequency and the parts in 
between do not contribute. 
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Revolution frequency     = 3.0 kHz
Synchrotron Frequency = 200 Hz
 
Figure 26.5     Integrated kick factor as function of upper frequency limit,  = /2 
The interesting feature of this analysis is that perfect noise that does not vary with frequency 
(white noise) should not result in unwanted kicks.  
From (26.21) the worst case scenario for a differential transverse voltage kick on particles in 
the same bunch occurs when a noise band coincides with a critical frequency and is given by 
the revolution frequency multiplied by the Fourier coefficient for the frequency multiplied by 







fV RFsorox  (26.42) 
In this equation  is the maximum longitudinal phase deviation of the particle as defined at 
the start of this section (i.e. half the bunch length).  
Similarly from (26.22) the worst case scenario for the longitudinal voltage kick is: 






















  (26.43) 
In this equation x is the maximum transverse deviation of a particle or half the bunch width at 




 and for a bunch width 





From (26.42) we have that excess phase noise at offset frequencies of 23 Hz, 11222 Hz, 
11268 Hz and also these frequencies plus multiples of the revolution frequency give transverse 
growth of a particle’s trajectory.  
The terms that give longitudinal growth of a trajectory in (26.43) are smaller by a factor of 67 
and are excited by noise at offset frequencies of 3400Hz, 7845Hz, 14645Hz, 19090Hz etc 
The initial analysis suggested that we might gain this contribution for every harmonic k 
however figures 26.1, 26.3, 26.4 and 26.5 make the situation far more complex and suggest 
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that flat noise averages the kick to zero and harmonics give no significant additional 
contribution. Continuing with the numerical approach it is quite practical to do the summations 
for tens of thousands of machine revolutions once the Fourier coefficients have been 
determined. Ideally the Fourier coefficients should be determined for a similar simulation time 
as the number of revolutions used for determining the typical kicks. Explicitly summations are 





















































R  (26.44)  
These summations will be evaluated in section 26.4. 
26.3 Bunch Growth as a Diffusion Process 
If the noise acts on all particles in the same way then one gets bunch displacement rather than 
bunch growth. Bunch displacement is corrected by the Synchrotron control loop and the 
transverse damping control loop. Inspecting (26.21) and (26.22) it is clear that the synchrotron/ 
betatron phase p defines the sign of the kick and hence all terms give bunch growth 
independently of the control loops. 
Equations (26.42) and (26.43) predict steady growth of transverse and longitudinal kicks that 
an individual particle receives whilst it maintains constant phase pAn upper limit estimate of 








where N is the number of turns 
and t is the time over which the voltage kick accumulates. 
For the simulations of shown in Figure 25.17 the value of Anr ~ -108 dBc hence as a decimal 
620108
nr 10410~A
    If one assumes that fluctuations have the same magnitude as the 
coefficients themselves then given that fo ~ 10
4
 then this equation gives a kick of 4% of the set 
point voltage after one second.  
The derivation that arrived at (26.42) and (26.43) implicitly assumes particles change their 
phase b after a time d and the contribution to linear growth stops at this point with a finite 
voltage kick having been achieved. Assuming that the linear growth has not resulted in loss of 
the beam before the phase has varied by  then the bunch growth moves to a diffusion 
regime.  
The voltage is consequently applied to the particles as coherent strokes coming together so that 
the total voltage applied is the result of a random walk. At this stage we could relate the 
voltage stroke to deflections of the particles. As beam dynamics was outside the scope of this 
study we will just compute the overall voltage. This voltage cannot be properly interpreted 
because the orbit changes as the voltage is applied and account of damping needs to be 
included. 






where  is the mean path and  is the time to traverse the path. The overall voltage kick that 
acts on a particle is therefore given as: 
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  (26.45) 












t   (26.46) 
where the formula is valid for times much bigger than the de-coherence time and the de-
coherence time is bigger than the revolution period. If the de-coherence time is less that period 
then the period should be used instead. 
26.4 Direct Summation 
The simulation of 25.5.2 with amplitude errors of 0.05% and phase errors of 5 milli-degrees 
was repeated for 3000 machine revolutions (~0.25 seconds) and with a beam offset frequency 
of 46 Hz and a cavity vibration frequency of 70 Hz. This calculation provided a new set of 
Fourier coefficients spaced at 2.34 Hz intervals up to 300 kHz. (Voltages were averaged over a 
number of RF cycles to provide 131072 sampling points. Absolute values of the real and 
imaginary, sine and cosine coefficients obtained are plotted in Figure 26.6 for a small interval 






































Figure 26.6    Absolute values of Fourier Coefficients near 11245 Hz 
Figure 26.7 plots absolute values of Fourier coefficients for the full range. It can be seen that 
by 300 kHz the Fourier coefficient have fallen by a factor of 6. We have assumed that this 
range is sufficient for estimation and illustration purposes. 
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Figure 26.7    Absolute values of Fourier Coefficients 
The order of summation given in 5.44 is conveniently switched so the values can be plotted as 
a function of the number of machine revolutions. The summations performed are given by 










































































































S  (26.48) 
Nominally fp might be the synchrotron or the betatron frequency. As fixed frequencies were 
chosen for cavity disturbances in the simulation it is convenient to fp vary in (26.47) and 
(26.48) in order to investigate dependency of proximity of fp to a disturbance frequency offset 
from the revolution frequency. Equations (26.47) and (26.48) were evaluated for p = 0 and /2 
and for the case when the synchrotron/betatron frequency was at the and far away from the 
disturbance frequency.  
In Figures 26.8 and 26.9 the phase was zero and /2 respectively and the synchrotron/ betatron 
frequency was 1000Hz. As both curves could apply to particles in a bunch one is interested in 
the maximum difference between the graphs. Typically this is of the order of 0.01. As the 
Fourier coefficients have been normalised by the cavity set point voltage then the differential 
kick is 100 times smaller than the crabbing kick. 
In Figures 26.10 and 26.11 the phase was zero and /2 respectively and the synchrotron/ 
betatron frequency was 46 Hz. Again both curves could apply to differing particles in a bunch. 
Typically this difference is of the order of 0.8 hence the differential kick is almost equal to the 
crabbing kick. 
When relating these results back to (26.42) and (26.43) it should be remarked that the 






iirr   was dBc/Hz whereas 








 was dBc. With respect to 
data in figure 26.7 frequencies were df = 2.34 Hz apart and hence discrete coefficients must be 
divided by 2.34. In order to make the comparison one uses: 
    dfA~MaxffA~Maxf~factorkick nroro   (26.49) 
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The maximum Fourier coefficients away from critical frequencies ~ 6104.2  hence one 
expects a kick factor of 012.034.2/104.211245 6   .  
The maximum Fourier coefficients at the worst critical frequencies ~ 41035.2  hence we 









































Figure 26.8    Integrated kick as function of revolutions for the disturbance frequency far from 









































Figure 26.9    Integrated kick as function of revolutions for the disturbance frequency far 
from the Synchrotron frequency and phase of /2 
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Figure 26.10    Integrated kick as function of revolutions for the disturbance frequency at 







































Figure 26.11    Integrated kick as function of revolutions for the disturbance frequency at 
the Synchrotron frequency and for phase of /2 
In order to complete the analysis using (26.46) then the de-coherence time needs to be known. 
For illustrative purpose we will take the value as 0.2 seconds as this is the time for about 2000 
revolution at which the kick seems to have maximised for the case where the disturbance is 
away from the Synchrotron frequency as shown in Figures 26.8 and 26.9.  For the transverse 




 coming from (26.21) hence V/Vsp = 
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   hence one has 
about 20000 seconds before the differential voltages that have acted on differing particles in 
the bunch become equal to the cavity set point voltage. This time is only a guideline on 
lifetime and of course it has been evaluated for an artificial case. It should also be remembered 
that four sets of crab cavities act on each beam hence growth is twice as large as it would be of 
a single crab cavity system as analysed. The important conclusion of this section is that all 
cavity disturbances at the synchrotron frequency must be heavily suppressed. 
27. Conclusions to Part 2 (LHC) 
Potential beam offsets at the LHC Crab cavities could demand a substantial power requirement. 
The analysis here assumes that active steering limits offsets at the crab cavities to 0.25 mm. 
With this assumption a crab cavity providing a transverse kick of 3.3 MV each can handle 
beam loading and anticipated microphonic detuning of up to 40 Hz with a power input of just 
8.5 kW and with an external Q factor of 0.57 × 10
6
.  
Simulations have been developed to analyse the control performance of the crab cavity 
assuming an IQ controller, the code uses the actual LHC bunch structure, applies beam loading 
on every RF cycle, encompasses realistic disturbances and takes account of field measurement 
errors. The simulations are aimed at determining the level of voltage noise that will occur in 
the cavity as a consequence of measurement errors and in the presence of disturbances. (This 
noise is expected to be larger than noise coming from the master oscillator that is locked to the 
revolution period.) 
Failure modes for the crab cavity have been assessed. For the external Q value chosen, cavity 
quench and loss of amplifier power will not be an issue. A failure of the LLRF controls which 
drives the cavity 90
o
 out of phase could be damaging to the LHC. A safety critical system that 
is independent of the cavity LLRF controls would need to measure phase difference between 
the RF and the beam and employ a fast kicker to correct the offset caused by an incorrectly 
phased cavity. 
An analysis has determined how Fourier coefficients for voltage noise in the cavity relate to the 
time averaged voltage that acts differentially on particles in a bunch. For a mechanically stiff 
cavity, phase noise is smaller and less serious than amplitude noise. The significant mitigation 
factor for amplitude noise is to reduce amplitude measurement errors in the cavity. Ideally one 
would like to measure amplitude with a bandwidth of 1 MHz to an accuracy of 1 part in 2
16
. 
Whilst this accuracy is not available at the moment it is certainly achievable with the next 
generation of LLRF boards. 
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